UNIT ELTK 06

Understanding the principles,
practices and legislation
for the inspection, testing,
commissioning and
certification of electrotechnical
systems and equipment
Electrical installations should be designed into separate circuits, e.g. power, lighting, cooker circuits, to
avoid danger in the event of faults and to facilitate the safe operation of the inspection and testing process.
It is a requirement of the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 that this information will be available as an
on-site record of the design.
This unit examines the requirements for inspecting and testing an installation, making reference to
BS 7671, the IET On Site Guide (OSG) and IET Guidance Note 3 (GN3) and it covers the following learning
outcomes:
■■ Understand the principles, regulatory requirements and procedures for completing safe isolation of an
electrical circuit
■■ Understand the principles and regulatory requirements for inspecting, testing and commissioning
electrical systems, equipment and components
■■ Understand the regulatory requirements and procedures for completing the inspection of electrical
installations
■■ Understand the regulatory requirements and procedures for the safe testing and commissioning of
electrical installations
■■ Understand the procedures and requirements for the completion of electrical installation certificates and
related documentation.
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K1. Understand the principles,
regulatory requirements and
procedures for completing safe
isolation of an electrical circuit
The methods used for safe isolation have been covered in Unit
ELTK 01 in Book A, which covers the correct procedure for safe
isolation and the implications of safe isolation to other personnel,
customers, the public and building systems. The implications of
not carrying out safe isolation are also fully explored.

Requirements of the Electricity at Work
Regulations (EaWR) 1989
Key term
Duty holders – people who
have duties under a particular
piece of legislation, in this case
EaWR

The EaWR ensure that duties rest with employers, the self-employed
and employees; where the provisions relate to matters which are
within their control, each becomes a ‘duty holder’. Any duty holder
is then required to assess work activities which utilise electricity, or
which may be affected by it. Duty holders are required to have
regard to all foreseeable of electrical systems for specific tasks; not
merely the prevention of electric shock.
Regulation 16 of the EaWR states that no person shall engage in
work that requires technical knowledge or experience to prevent
danger or injury, unless he or she has that knowledge or
experience, or is under appropriate supervision.
Part 6 of BS 7671 states that every electrical installation shall,
during erection and on completion before being put into service,
be inspected and tested to verify, so far as is reasonably
practicable, that the requirements of the Regulations have been
met. Equally, precautions shall be taken to avoid danger to any
person or livestock and to avoid damage to both property and
installed equipment during the inspection and test process.

Health and safety requirements
Bearing in mind the above points it is the responsibility of the
person carrying out the test to ensure the safety of themselves and
others. So for example, where testing does not require the
installation or part of it to be made live, then it should be isolated
safely and securely (Unit ELTK 01 in Book A has more
information on health and safety issues during safe isolation
procedures).
We can also aid safety when using any test instrument by
ensuring that the person carrying out the tests:
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●●

●●

●●

●●

has a thorough understanding of the equipment being used
and its rating
ensures that all safety procedures are being followed, e.g.
erection of warning notices and barriers where appropriate
ensures that all instruments being used conform to the
appropriate British Standard safety specifications, namely
BS EN 61010 (or for older instruments, BS 5458) and are in
good condition and have been recently calibrated
checks that test leads including probes and clips are in good
condition, are clean and have no cracked or broken insulation.
Where appropriate the requirements of GS38 should be
observed.

Particular care should be taken when using instruments capable
of generating a test voltage in excess of 50 volts, e.g. insulation
resistance testers. Touching the live terminals of such an
instrument may result in a shock. Although this may not be
harmful in itself, it could cause a loss of concentration that could
be dangerous, especially if working at height.
Care must also be taken when working with instruments that use
the supply voltage for the purpose of the test, such as earth loop
impedance testing or when testing a residual current device
(RCD). Either of these tests can impose a voltage on associated
earthed metalwork, and precautions must be taken to avoid the
risk of electric shock.

Competence and responsibility
A further consideration is the competence of the inspector. Any
person called upon to carry out an inspection and test of an
installation must be skilled and experienced and have sufficient
knowledge of the type of installation to be inspected and tested so
that they can ensure there is no risk of injury or damage as
outlined in our opening paragraph.
It is therefore the responsibility of the person carrying out the
inspection and testing to:
●●
●●

●●

●●

ensure no danger occurs to persons, property or livestock
compare the installation design against the results of the
inspection and testing
take a view on the installation’s condition and advise remedial
work if necessary
recommend immediate isolation of any defective part and
inform the client.
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K2. Understand the principles and
regulatory requirements for
inspecting, testing and
commissioning electrical systems,
equipment and components
Purpose and requirements of initial
verification and periodic inspection
In addition to any work necessary as part of the fault finding
process, the process of inspection and testing will occur under the
following situations.

Information required for initial verification
Initial verification is intended to confirm that the installation
complies with the designer’s requirements and has been
constructed, inspected and tested in accordance with BS 7671.
Inspection is therefore a very important part of this procedure
and should be carried out prior to electrical tests being applied
and normally with that part of the installation under inspection
disconnected from the supply.

Did you know?
The final act of the
commissioning process is to
ensure the safe and correct
operation of all circuits and
equipment which have been
installed, and that the
customer’s requirements have
been met. All of these points
will be discussed in detail later.

The results of all such inspections and tests must be recorded and
compared with the relevant design criteria and the responsibility
for doing so lies with the person responsible for inspecting and
testing the installation.
The relevant criteria will for the most part be the requirements of
BS 7671, although there may be some instances where the
designer has specified requirements that are particular to the
installation concerned. In these cases the person carrying out the
inspection and test should be provided with the necessary data for
comparison purposes, but in the absence of such data should
apply the requirements set out in BS 7671.

Periodic inspection and testing
BS 7671 Regulation 610.1 requires that every electrical
installation during its construction and upon its completion, shall,
before being put into service, be inspected and tested to verify, so
far as is reasonably practicable, that the requirements of the
Regulations have been met.
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The Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 state that ‘as may be
necessary to prevent danger, all systems shall be maintained so as
to prevent, as far as is reasonably practicable, such danger’.
BS 7671 Regulation 621.1 then requires every electrical
installation to undergo regular inspection and testing to make
sure that the installation remains in a satisfactory and safe
condition.
Equally, The Landlords and Tenant Act 1985 requires landlords
to ‘keep in proper working order the installations in dwelling
houses’ and this affects rented domestic and residential
accommodation such as student housing.

Initial inspection
BS 7671 Regulations 610.1, 611.1 and 611.2 require that
inspection must precede testing and shall normally be done with
that part of the installation disconnected from the supply.
Additionally it must be carried out progressively as the installation
is installed, and must be done before it is energised.
An initial inspection should be carried out to verify that:
●●

●●

●●

●●

all equipment and material is of the correct type and complies
with applicable British Standards or acceptable equivalents
all parts of the fixed installation are correctly selected and
erected
no part of the fixed installation is visibly damaged or otherwise
defective
the equipment and material used are suitable for the
installation relative to the environmental conditions.

The most important considerations prior to carrying out any
inspection and test procedure are that all the required information
is available, the person carrying out the procedure is competent to
do so and that all safety requirements have been met.
Forward planning is also a major consideration and it is essential
that suitable inspection checklists have been prepared and that
appropriate certification document is ultimately available for
completion.
It is also important to realise that a large proportion of any new
installation will be hidden from view once the building fabric has
been completed and therefore it is good practice to carry out a
certain amount of visual inspection throughout the installation
process, e.g. conduit, cable tray or trunking is often installed
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Remember
One of the tools used as part of
an inspection is yourself!
Remember to use your senses.
Can you see something wrong,
smell something burning or hear
sparking from an enclosure?

either above the ceiling or below the floor and once the ceiling or
floor tiles have been fitted it is difficult and often expensive to
gain access for inspection purposes.
The same principle applies to testing and it may be advisable to
carry out tests such as earth continuity during construction rather
than after the building has been completed. It must be
remembered, however, that when visual inspection and/or tests
are carried out during the construction phase, the results must be
recorded on the appropriate checklists or test certificates.

Requirements of relevant documents
for inspection, testing and
commissioning
Statutory and non-statutory requirements
Did you know?
For certain installations where
there are increased risks or
occupation by members of the
public, such as cinemas, public
houses, restaurants and hotels
etc. the local licensing authority
may impose additional
requirements, especially in the
area of regular inspection and
testing.

For domestic electrical installations, compliance with BS 7671, a
non-statutory document, is the only requirement. For commercial
or industrial installations the requirements of the Electricity
Supply Regulations 1988 and the Electricity at Work Regulations
1989, both of which are statutory instruments, should also be
taken into account.
Compliance with BS 7671 will in most cases satisfy the
requirements of statutory Regulations such as the EaWR but this
cannot be guaranteed. It is essential to establish which statutory
and other Regulations apply, and to carry out the design, the
construction and the inspection and testing accordingly.

Guidance Note 3 requirements for inspection
and testing

Guidance Note 3 3.8.1 General Procedure
In old installations where information such as drawings,
distribution board schedules, charts etc. are not available, some
exploratory work may be necessary to enable inspection and
testing to be carried out safely and without damage to existing
equipment. A survey should be carried out to identify all items of
switchgear and control gear and their associated circuits.
During the survey a note should be made of any known changes
in either the structure of the building, the environmental
conditions or of any alterations or additions to the installation
which may affect the suitability of the wiring or the method of
installation.
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Guidance Note 3 3.8.2
The requirements of BS 7671 for periodic inspection and testing
are for a thorough Inspection of the installation supplemented
by Testing where necessary. For safety reasons a visual
inspection must be carried out before opening any enclosures,
removing covers or carrying out any tests.
To comply with the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 the
inspection should be carried out with the supply de-energised
wherever possible. A thorough visual inspection should be carried
out of all electrical equipment that is not concealed and, where
damage or deterioration has occurred, this must be recorded on
the inspection schedule. The inspection should include a check
on the condition of all equipment and materials used in the
installation with regard to the following:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

safety
damage
external influences
wear and tear
overload

●●
●●
●●
●●

suitability
corrosion
age
correct operation.

Information required to correctly
conduct initial verification
Before carrying out the inspection and test of an installation it is
essential that the person carrying out the work be provided with
the following information:
●●

●●

the maximum demand of the installation expressed in amperes
per phase together with details of the number and type of live
conductors both for the source of energy and for each circuit
to be used within the installation (e.g. single-phase, two-wire
a.c. or three-phase, four-wire a.c. etc.)
the general characteristics of the supply such as:
●●
the nominal voltage (Uo)
●●
the nature of the current (I) and its frequency (Hz)
●●
the prospective short circuit current at the origin of the
installation (kA)
●●
the earth-fault loop impedance (Ze) of that part of the
system external to the installation
●●
the type and rating of the overcurrent device acting at the
origin of the installation.
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●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

Did you know?
Such details would normally be
included in the project Health
and Safety File required by the
Construction (Design and
Management) Regulations.

(If this information is not known it must be established either
by calculation, measurement, inquiry or inspection.)
the type of earthing arrangement used for the installation, e.g.
TN-S, TN-C-S, TT etc.
the type and composition of each circuit (i.e. details of each
sub-circuit, what it is feeding, the number and size of
conductors and the type of wiring used)
the location and description of all devices installed for the
purposes of protection, isolation and switching (e.g. fuses/
circuit-breakers etc.)
details of the method selected to prevent danger from shock in
the event of an earth-fault. (This will invariably be protection
by earthed equipotential bonding and automatic disconnection
of the supply.)
the presence of any sensitive electronic device which may be
susceptible to damage by the application of 500 V d.c. when
carrying out insulation resistance tests.

It is a requirement of BS 7671 that this information shall be
available as an on-site record of the design. This information may
be found from a variety of sources such as the project
specification, contract drawings, as fitted drawings or distribution
board schedules. If such documents are not available, then the
person ordering the work should be approached.
Working life
You are tasked with mentoring a new colleague who has joined the company to help
with the inspection and testing.
1. What information should you check to ascertain they are competent?
2. How would you check to ensure they are safe?
3. What information should you ensure is available to them before commencing the
inspection and test process?

Progress check
1

A site supervisor has requested an apprentice to carry out the inspection
and test alone on the area he has been working, as he had to leave site
and pick up more equipment. Should the apprentice carry out the
inspection?

2

Explain the purpose of the initial inspection on an electrical installation.
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K3. Understand the regulatory
requirements and procedures for
completing the inspection of
electrical installations
Items to be checked during the
inspection process
The following text provides a detailed description of the
procedures required to carry out an inspection of an electrical
installation. Substantial reference has been made to the IET
Wiring Regulations (BS 7671), the IET On-Site Guide and IET
Guidance Note 3 and it is recommended that these documents
should be referred to whenever clarification is needed.
BS 7671 Regulation 611.3 states that, as a minimum, the
inspection shall include the checking where applicable and
including as appropriate all particular requirements for special
installations or locations (BS 7671 Part 7) of the items below.

Remember
You are one of the tools used as
part of an inspection so learn to
use your senses. Can you see
something obviously wrong,
smell something burning or hear
sparking inside an enclosure?

Regulation 611.3 inspection requirements
1. Connection of conductors
2. Identification of conductors
3. Routing of cables in safe zones or protection against
mechanical damage
4. Selection of conductors for current carrying capacity and
voltage drop
5. Connection of single pole devices in line conductors only
6. Correct connection of accessories and equipment
7. Presence of fire barriers and protection against thermal effects
8. Methods of protection against electric shock:
(i) both basic and fault protection
SELV
PELV
double insulation
reinforced insulation
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(ii) basic protection (including measurement of distances)
protection by insulation of live parts
protection by a barrier or enclosure
protection by obstacles
protection by placing out of reach
(iii) fault protection
(a) automatic disconnection of supply
Presence of adequately sized:
earthing conductor
cpcs
protective bonding conductors
supplementary bonding conductors
earthing arrangements for combined
protective and functional purposes
presence of arrangements for alternative sources
FELV
choice and setting of protective devices
(b) non-conducting location
absence of protective conductors
(c) earth-free local equipotential bonding
presence of earth-free protective bonding conductors
(d) electrical separation
(iv) additional protection
9. Prevention of mutual detrimental influence
10. Presence of appropriate devices for isolation and switching
11. Presence of undervoltage protective devices
12. Labelling of protective devices
13. Selection of equipment/protective devices appropriate to
external influences
14. Adequacy of access to switchgear and equipment
15. Presence of danger notices and other signs
16. Presence of diagrams, instructions and similar information
17. Erection methods
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The following section seeks to give additional guidance on each of
the previous points.
1. Connection of conductors

Every connection between conductors or between conductors and
equipment must be electrically continuous and mechanically
sound. We must also make sure that all connections are adequately
enclosed but accessible where required by the Regulations.
2. Identification of conductors

A check should be made that each conductor is identified in
accordance with the requirements of BS 7671 Table 51. Although
numbered sleeves may be used in special circumstances, the most
common form of identification is by means of coloured insulation
or sleeving (but not green). Remember that only protective
conductors can be identified by a combination of the colours
green and yellow.
3. Routing of cables in safe zones or protection against
mechanical damage

Cables should be routed out of harm’s way and protected against
mechanical damage where necessary. Permitted cable routes are
clearly defined (note the RCD situation) or alternatively cables
should be installed in earthed metal conduit or trunking.
4. Selection of conductors for current carrying capacity and
voltage drop

Where practicable the size of cable used should be checked for
current-carrying capacity and voltage drop based upon
information provided by the installation designer.
5. Connection of single pole devices in line conductors only

A check must be made that all single pole devices are connected
in the phase conductor only.
6. Correct connection of accessories and equipment

Accessories and equipment should be checked to ensure they
have been connected correctly including correct polarity.
7. Presence of fire barriers and protection against thermal effects

A check must be made (preferably during construction) that fire
barriers, suitable seals and/or other means of protection against
thermal effects have been provided as necessary to meet the
requirements of the Regulations.
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8. Methods of protection against electric shock

A check must be made that the requirements of BS 7671
Chapter 41 have been met for the protection method being used.
9. Prevention of mutual detrimental influence

Account must be taken of the proximity of other electrical
services in a different voltage band and of non-electrical services
and influences. For example, fire alarm and emergency lighting
circuits must be separated from other cables and from each other,
and Band 1 and Band 2 circuits must not be present in the same
enclosure or wiring system unless they are either segregated or
wired with cables suitable for the highest voltage present.
Mixed categories of circuits may be contained in multicore cables,
subject to certain requirements.
Band 1 circuits are circuits that are nominally extra-low voltage,
i.e. not exceeding 50 volts a.c. or 120 volts d.c., e.g.
telecommunications or data and signalling. Band 2 circuits are
circuits that are nominally low voltage, for example exceeding
extra-low voltage but not exceeding 1000 volts a.c. between
conductors or 600 volts a.c. between conductors and earth.
10. Presence of appropriate devices for isolation and switching

BS 7671 requires that effective means suitably positioned and
ready to operate shall be provided so that all voltage may be cut
off from every installation, every circuit within the installation and
from all equipment, as may be necessary to prevent or remove
danger.
This means that switches and/or isolating devices of the correct
rating must be installed as appropriate to meet the above
requirements. It may be advisable where practicable to carry out
an isolation exercise to check that effective isolation can be
achieved. This should include switching off, locking off and
testing to verify that the circuit is dead and no other source of
supply is present.
11. Presence of undervoltage protective devices

Sometimes referred to in starters as no-volt protection, suitable
precautions must be taken where a loss or lowering of voltage or a
subsequent restoration of voltage could cause danger. The most
common situation would be where a motor-driven machine stops
due to a loss of voltage and unexpectedly restarts when the
voltage is restored unless precautions, such as the installation of a
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motor starter containing a contactor, are employed. Regulations
require that where unexpected restarting of a motor may cause
danger, the provision of a motor starter designed to prevent
automatic restarting must be provided.
12. Labelling of protective devices

A check should be carried out to ensure that labels and warning
notices as required by BS 7671 have been fitted, e.g. labelling of
circuits, MCBs, RCDs, fuses and isolating devices, periodic
inspection notices advising of the recommended date of the next
inspection, and warning notices referring to earthing and bonding
connections.
13. S
 election of equipment protective devices appropriate to
external influences

All equipment must be selected as suitable for the environment in
which it is likely to operate. Items to be considered are ambient
temperature, presence of external heat sources, presence of water,
likelihood of corrosion, ingress of foreign bodies, impact,
vibration, flora, fauna, radiation, building use and structure.
14. Adequacy of access to switchgear and equipment

BS 7671 requires that every piece of equipment that requires
operation or attention must be installed so that adequate and safe
means of access and working space are provided.
15. Presence of danger notices and other signs

Suitable notices are required to be suitably located and give
warnings relative to voltage, isolation, periodic inspection and
testing, RCDs and earthing and bonding connections.
16. P
 resence of diagrams, instructions and other similar
information

All distribution boards should be provided with a distribution
board schedule that provides information regarding types of
circuits, number and size of conductors, type of wiring etc. These
should be attached within or adjacent to each distribution board.
17. Erection methods

Correct methods of installation should be checked. In particular
fixings of switchgear, cables, conduit etc., must be adequate and
suitable for the environment.
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Inspection schedule and inspection checklist
All the previous items should be inspected and the results noted on an inspection schedule.
Then to ensure that all the requirements of the Regulations have been met, an inspection
checklist should be drawn up and used appropriate to the type of installation being inspected.
Appendix 6 of BS 7671 gives examples of model certificates and schedules. Figures 6.01 and
6.02 show examples of an inspection schedule and an inspection checklist.
INSPECTION SCHEDULE
Methods of protection against electric shock
Both basic and fault protection:
(i)

SELV

(ii)

PELV

(iii)

Double insulation

(iv)

Reinforced insulation

Basic protection:
(i)

Prevention of mutual detrimental influence
(a)

Proximity of non-electrical services and other influences

(b)

Segregation of Band I and Band II circuits or use of
Band II insulation

(c)

Segregation of safety circuits

Identification
(a)

Insulation of live parts

(ii)

Barriers or enclosures

(iii)

Obstacles

(iv)

Placing out of reach

Fault protection:
(i) Automatic disconnection of supply:

(b)

Presence of danger notices and other warning notices

(c)

Labelling of protective devices, switches and terminals

(d)

Identification of conductors

Cables and conductors
Selection of conductors for current-carrying capacity and
voltage drop

Presence of earthing conductor

Erection methods

Presence of circuit protective conductors

Routing of cables in prescribed zones

Presence of protective bonding conductors

Cables incorporating earthed armour or sheath, or run
within an earthed wiring system, or otherwise adequately
protected against nails, screws and the like

Presence of supplementary bonding conductors
Presence of earthing arrangements for combined
protective and functional purposes

Additional protection provided by 30 mA RCD for cables in
concealed walls (where required in premises not under the
supervision of a skilled or instructed person)

Presence of adequate arrangements for
alternative source(s), where applicable

Connection of conductors

FELV
Choice and setting of protective and monitoring
devices (for fault and/or overcurrent protection)

(ii) Non-conducting location:
Absence of protective conductors

(iii) Earth-free local equipotential bonding:
Presence of earth-free local equipotential bonding

(iv) Electrical Separation:
Provided for one item of current-using
equipment
Provided for more than one item of currentusing equipment

Additional protection:

Presence of diagrams, instructions, circuit charts and
similar information

Presence of fire barriers, suitable seals and protection
against thermal effects

General
Presence and correct location of appropriate devices for
isolation and switching
Adequacy of access to switchgear and other equipment
Particular protective measures for special installations and
locations
Connection of single-pole devices for protection or
switching in line conductors only
Correct connection of accessories and equipment
Presence of undervoltage protective devices

Presence of residual current devices(s)

Selection of equipment and protective measures
appropriate to external influences

Presence of supplementary bonding conductors

Selection of appropriate functional switching devices

Inspected by .............................................................

Date .........................................................................

Notes:


to indicate an inspection has been carried out and the result is satisfactory


to indicate an inspection has been carried out and the result is not satisfactory (applicable to a periodic inspection only)
N/A to indicate the inspection is not applicable to a particular item
LIM to indicate that, exceptionally, a limitation agreed with the person ordering the work prevented the inspection being carried out
(applicable for a periodic inspection only).

Figure 6.01 Inspection schedule
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INSPECTION CHECKLIST
General
1 Complies with requirements 1–3 in Section 2.1 (133.1, 134.1)
2 Accessible for operation, inspection and maintenance (513.1)
3 Suitable for local atmosphere and ambient temperature. (Installations in potentially explosive atmospheres are
outside the scope of BS 7671)
4 Circuits to be separate (no borrowed neutrals) (314.4)
5 Circuits to be identified (neutral and protective conductors in same sequence as line conductors)
(514.1.2, 514.8.1)
6 Protective devices adequate for intended purpose (BS 7671 – Ch. 53)
7 Disconnection times likely to be met by installed protective devices (Ch. 41)
8 Sufficient numbers of conveniently accessible socket outlets are provided in accordance with the design
(553.1.7). Note that in Scotland section 4.6.4 (socketoutlets) in the domestic technical handbook published by
the Scottish Building Standards Agency (SBSA) gives specific recommendations for the number of socket outlets
for various locations within an installation.
9 All circuits suitably identified (514.1, 514.8, 514.9)
10 Suitable main switch provided (Ch. 53)
11 Supplies to any safety services suitably installed, e.g. Fire Alarms to BS 5839 and emergency lighting to BS 5266
12 Environmental IP requirements accounted for (B5 EN 60529)
13 Means of isolation suitably labelled (514.1, 537.2.2.6)
14 Provision for disconnecting the neutral (537.2.1.7)
15 Main switches to single‑phase installations, intended for use by an ordinary person, e.g. domestic, shop, office
premises, to be double‑pole (537.1.4)
16 RCDs provided where required (411.1, 411.3, 411.4, 411.5, 522.6.7, 522.6.8, 532.1, 701.411.3.3, 701.415.2,
702.55.4, 705.411.1, 705.422.7, 708.553.1.13, 709.531.2, 711.410.3.4, 711.411.3.3, 740.410.3, 753.415.1)
17 Discrimination between RCDs considered (314, 531.2.9)
18 Main earthing terminal provided (542.4.1) readily accessible and identified (514.13.1)
19 Provision for disconnecting earthing conductor (542.4.2)
20 Correct cable glands and gland plates used (BS 6121)
21 Cables used comply with British or Harmonised Standards (Appendix 4 of the Regulations, 521.1)

Figure 6.02 Inspection checklist
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General (continued)
22 Conductors correctly identified (Section 514)
23 Earth tail pots installed where required on mineral insulated cables (134.1.4)
24 Non-conductive finishes on enclosures removed to ensure good electrical connection and if necessary made
good after connecting (526.1)
25 Adequately rated distribution boards (BS EN 60439 may require de-rating)
26 Correct fuses or circuit‑breakers installed (Sections 531 and 533)
27 All connections secure (134.1.1)
28 Consideration paid to electromagnetic effects and electromechanical stresses (Ch. 52)
29 Overcurrent protection provided where applicable (Ch. 43)
30 Suitable segregation of circuits (Section 528)
31 Retest notice provided (514.12.1)
32 Sealing of the wiring system including fire barriers (527.2).

Switchgear
1 Suitable for the purpose intended (Ch. 53)
2 Meets requirements of BS EN 61008, BS EN 61009, BS EN 60947‑2, BS EN 60898 or BS EN 60439 where
applicable, or equivalent standards (511)
3 Securely fixed (134.1.1) and suitably labelled (514.1)
4 Non-conductive finishes on switchgear removed at protective conductor connections and if necessary made
good after connecting (526.1)
5 Suitable cable glands and gland plates used (526.1)
6 Correctly earthed (Ch. 54)
7 Conditions likely to be encountered taken account of, i.e. suitable for the foreseen environment (522)
8 Where relevant correct IP rating applied (BS EN 60529)
9 Suitable as means of isolation, where applicable (537.2.2)
10 Complies with the requirements for locations containing a bath or shower (Section 701)
11 Need for isolation, mechanical maintenance, emergency and functional switching met (Section 537)

Figure 6.02 Inspection checklist (cont.)
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Switchgear (continued)
12 Firefighter’s switch provided where required (537.6.1)
13 Switchgear suitably coloured where necessary (537.6.4)
14 All connections secure (Section 526)
15 Cables correctly terminated and identified (Sections 514 and 526)
16 No sharp edges on cable entries, screw heads, etc. which could cause damage to cables (522.8)
17 All covers and equipment in place and secure (Section 522.6.3)
18 Adequate access and working space (132.12 and Section 513).

General (applicable to each type of accessory)
1 Complies with BS 5733, BS 6220 or other appropriate standard (Section 511)
2 Box or other enclosure securely fixed (134. 1.1)
3 Metal box or other enclosure earthed (Ch. 54)
4 Edge of flush boxes not projecting above wall surface (134.1.1)
5 No sharp edges on cable entries, screw heads, etc. which could cause damage to cables (522.8)
6 Non-sheathed cables, and cores from which sheath removed, not exposed outside the enclosure (526.9)
7 Conductors correctly identified (514.6)
8 Bare protective conductors having a cross‑sectional area of 6mm2 or less to be sleeved green and yellow
(514.4.2, 543.3.2)
9 Terminals tight and containing all strands of the conductors (Section 526)
10 Cord grip correctly used or clips fitted to cables to prevent strain on the terminals (522.8.5, 526.6)
11 Adequate current rating (133.2.2)
12 Suitable for the conditions likely to be encountered (Section 522).
Lighting controls
1 Light switches comply with BS 3676 (Section 511)
2 Suitably located (Section 512.2)
3 Single‑pole switches connected in line conductors only (132.14.1)

Figure 6.02 Inspection checklist (cont.)
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Lighting controls (continued)
4 Correct colour coding or marking of conductors (514.6)
5 Earthing of exposed metalwork, e.g. metal switch plate (Ch. 54)
6 Complies with the requirements for locations containing a bath or shower (Section 701)
7 Adequate current rating (133.2.2)
8 Suitable for inductive circuits or de-rated where necessary (512.1.2)
9 Switch labelled to indicate purpose, where this is not obvious (514.1.1)
10 Appropriate controls suitable for the luminaires (559.6.1.9).
Lighting points
1 Correctly terminated in a suitable accessory or fitting (559.6.1.1)
2 Ceiling rose complies with BS 67 (559.6.1.1)
3 Not more than one flex unless designed for multiple pendants (559.6.1.3)
4 Flex support devices used (559.6.1.5)
5 Switch‑lines identified (514.3.2)
6 Holes in ceiling above rose made good to prevent spread of fire (527.2.1)
7 Not connected to a supply exceeding 250 V (559.6.1.2)
8 Suitable for the mass suspended (559.6.1.5)
9 Lamp-holders to BS EN 60598 (559.6.1.1)
10 Luminaire couplers comply with BS 6972 or BS 7001 (559.6.1.1)
11 Track systems comply with BS EN 60570 (559.4.4).
Socket outlets
1 Complies with BS 196, BS 546, BS 1363, BS EN 60309 2 (553.1.3) and shuttered for household and similar
installations (553.1.4)
2 Mounting height above the floor or working surface suitable (553.1.6)
3 Correct polarity (612.6)
4 If installed in a location containing a bath or shower, installed beyond 3 m horizontally of the bath or shower
unless shaver supply unit or SEW (701.512.3)

Figure 6.02 Inspection checklist (cont.)
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Socket outlets (continued)
5 Protected where mounted in a floor (Section 522)
6 Not used to supply a water heater having un-insulated elements (554.3.3)
7 Circuit protective conductor connected directly to the earthing terminal of the socket outlet, on a sheathed
wiring installation (543.2.7)
8 Earthing tall from the earthed metal box, on a conduit installation to the earthing terminal of the socket outlet
(543.2.7).
Joint box
1 Joints accessible for inspection (526.3)
2 Joints protected against mechanical damage (526.7)
3 All conductors correctly connected (526.1).
Fused connection unit
1 Correct rating and fuse (533.1)
2 Complies with BS 1363‑4 (559.6.1.1 vii).
Cooker control unit
1 Sited to one side and low enough for accessibility and to prevent flexes trailing across radiant plates (522.2.1)
2 Cable to cooker fixed to prevent strain on connections (522.8.5).

Conduits
General
1 Securely fixed, box lids In place and adequately protected against mechanical damage (522.8)
2 Inspection fittings accessible (522.8.6)
3 Number of cables for easy draw not exceeded (522.8.1 and see On Site Guide Appendix 5)
4 Solid elbows and tees used only as permitted (522.8.1 and 522.8.3)
5 Ends of conduit reamed and bushed (522.8)
6 Adequate boxes suitably spaced (522.8 and see On Site Guide Appendix 5)
7 Unused entries blanked off where necessary (412.2.2)
8 Conduit system components comply with a relevant British Standard (Section 511)

Figure 6.02 Inspection checklist (cont.)
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General (continued)
9 Provided with drainage holes and gaskets as necessary (522.3)
10 Radius of bends such that cables are not damaged (522.8.3)
11 Joints, scratches, etc. In metal conduit protected by painting (134.1.1, 522.5).
Rigid metal conduit
1 Complies with BS EN 50086 or BS EN 61386 (Section 511)
2 Connected to the main earth terminal (411.4.2)
3 Line and neutral cables contained in the same conduit (.521.5.2)
4 Conduit suitable for damp and corrosive situations (522.3 and 522.5)
5 Maximum span between buildings without intermediate support (522.8 and see Guidance Note 1 and On Site
Guide Appx 5).
Rigid non-metallic conduit
1 Complies with BS 4607, BS EN 60423, BS EN 50086‑2‑1 or the BS EN 61386 series (521.6)
2 Ambient and working temperatures within permitted limits (522.1 and 522.2)
3 Provision for expansion and contraction (522.8)
4 Boxes and fixings suitable for mass of luminaire suspended at expected temperature (522.8, 559.6.1.5).
Flexible metal conduit
1 Complies with BS EN 60423 and BS EN 50086‑1 or the BS EN 61386 series (521.6)
2 Separate protective conductor provided (543.2.1)
3 Adequately supported and terminated (522.8).

Trunking
General
1 Complies with BS 4678 or BS EN 50085‑1 (521.6)
2 Securely fixed and adequately protected against mechanical damage (522.8)
3 Selected, erected and routed so that no damage is caused by ingress of water (522.3)
4 Proximity to non‑electrical services (528.2)

Figure 6.02 Inspection checklist (cont.)
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General (continued)
5 Internal sealing provided where necessary (527.2.4)
6 Holes surrounding trunking made good (527.2.1)
7 Band 1 circuits partitioned from Band 2 circuits or insulated for the highest voltage present (528.1)
8 Circuits partitioned from Band 1 circuits or wired in mineral‑insulated metalsheathed cables (528.1)
9 Common outlets for Band 1 and Band 2 provided with screens, barriers or partitions
10 Cables supported for vertical runs (522.8).
Metal trunking
1 Line and neutral cables contained in the same metal trunking (521.5.2)
2 Protected against damp or corrosion (522.3 and 522.5)
3 Earthed (411.4.2)
4 Joints mechanically sound and of adequate continuity (543.2.4).
Busbar trunking and powertrack systems
1 Busbar trunking to comply with BS EN 60439‑2 or other appropriate standard and powertrack system to comply
with BS EN 61534 series or other appropriate standard (521.4)
2 Securely fixed and adequately protected against mechanical damage (522.8)
3 Joints mechanically sound and of adequate continuity (543.2.4).

Insulated cables
Non‑flexible cables
1 Correct type (521)
2 Correct current rating (523)
3 Protected against mechanical damage and abrasion (522.8)
4 Cables suitable for high or low ambient temperature as necessary (522.1)
5 Non-sheathed cables protected by enclosure in conduit, duct or trunking (521.10)
6 Sheathed cables:
{{ routed in allowed zones or mechanical protection provided (522.6.6)
{{ in the case of domestic or similar installations not under the supervision of skilled or instructed persons,
additional protection is provided by RCD having IΔn not exceeding 30 mA (522.6.7)

Figure 6.02 Inspection checklist (cont.)
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Non‑flexible cables (contined)
7 Cables in partitions containing metallic structural parts in domestic or similar installations not under the
supervision of skilled or instructed persons should be:
{{ provided with adequate mechanical protection to suit both the installation of the cable and its normal use
{{ provided with additional protection by RCD having I
not exceeding 30 mA (522.6.8)
Δn
8 Where exposed to direct sunlight, of a suitable type (522.11)
9 Not run in lift shaft unless part of the lift installation and of the permitted type (BS 5655 and BS EN 81‑1)
(528.3.5)
10 Buried cable correctly selected and installed for use (522.6.4)
11 Correctly selected and installed for use overhead (521)
12 Internal radii of bends not sufficiently tight as to cause damage to cables or to place undue stress on
terminations to which they are connected (relevant BS, BS EN and 522.8.3)
13 Correctly supported (522.8.4 and 522.8.5)
14 Not exposed to water, etc. unless suitable for such exposure (522.3)
15 Metal sheaths and armour earthed (411.3.1.1)
16 Identified at terminations (514.3)
17 Joints and connections electrically and mechanically sound and adequately insulated (526.1 and 526.2)
18 All wires securely contained in terminals, etc. without strain (522.8.5 and Section 526)
19 Enclosure of terminals (Section 526)
20 Glands correctly selected and fitted with shrouds and supplementary earth tags as necessary (526.1)
21 Joints and connections mechanically sound and accessible for inspection, except as permitted otherwise (526.1
and 526.3).
Flexible cables and cords (521.9)
1 Correct type (521)
2 Correct current rating (Section 523)
3 Protected where exposed to mechanical damage (522.6 and 522.8)
4 Suitably sheathed where exposed to contact with water (522.3) and corrosive substances (522.5)
5 Protected where used for final connections to fixed apparatus, etc. (526.9)
6 Selected for resistance to damage by heat (522.1)

Figure 6.02 Inspection checklist (cont.)
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Flexible cables and cords (521.9) (continued)
7 Segregation of Band 1 and Band 2 circuits (BS 6701 and Section 528)
8 Fire alarm and emergency lighting circuits segregated (BS 5839, BS 5266 and Section 528)
9 Cores correctly identified (514.3.2)
10 Joints to be made using appropriate means (526.2)
11 Where used as fixed wiring, relevant requirements met (521.9.3)
12 Final connections to portable equipment, a convenient length and connected as stated (553.1.7)
13 Final connections to other current‑using equipment properly secured or arranged to prevent strain on
connections (Section 526)
14 Mass supported by cable to not exceed values stated (559.11.6).
Protective conductors
1 Cables incorporating protective conductors comply with the relevant BS (Section 511)
2 Joints in metal conduit, duct or trunking comply with Regulations (543.3)
3 Flexible or pliable conduit to be supplemented by a protective conductor (543.2.1)
4 Minimum cross-sectional area of copper conductors (543.1)
5 Copper conductors, other than strip, of 6 mm2 or less protected by insulation (543.3.2)
6 Circuit protective conductor at termination of sheathed cables insulated with sleeving (543.3.2)
7 Bare circuit protective conductor protected against mechanical damage and corrosion (542.3 and 543.3.1)
8 Insulation, sleeving and terminations identified by colour combination green and yellow (514.3.1, 514.4.2)
9 Joints electrically and mechanically sound (526.1)
10 Separate circuit protective conductors not less than 4 mm2 if not protected against mechanical damage (543.1.1)
11 Main and supplementary bonding conductors of correct size (Section 544).

Enclosures
General
1 Suitable degree of protection (IP Code in BS EN 60529) appropriate to external influences (416.2, Section 522
and Part 7).

Figure 6.02 Inspection checklist (cont.)
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Working life
A client is visiting site while your company is completing inspection and testing. He
remarks ‘I thought you would have finished by now’ and states that it surely must be
a quick look round to complete the work.
1. What documentation can you show him to demonstrate the extent of work to be
done?
2. What else could be referred to, highlighting why the process is so involved and
time-consuming?

Progress check
1

During the inspection process, checks are needed on the routing of
cables. When would that normally be done and what are the checks to
ascertain?

2

Effective means of isolation and switching suitably positioned and ready
to operate are required. What inspection checks should be made?

3

On completion of an installation labelling and information should all be
present, what would you check during inspection?
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K4. Understand the regulatory
requirements and procedures for the
safe testing and commissioning of
electrical installations
This section will look at the requirements for tests to be carried out
on an electrical installation, covering each of these in the order you
would need to carry them out on a new installation. It will then look
at the actions to take in the event of unsatisfactory results being
recorded, before covering the test instruments that will be used.

Tests to be carried out on an electrical
installation in accordance with the IET
Wiring Regulations and IET Guidance
Note 3
Initial testing
BS 7671 Regulation 610.1 states that ‘Every installation shall,
during erection and/or on completion before being put into
service, be inspected and tested to verify, so far as is reasonably
practicable, that the requirements of the Regulations have been
met. Precautions shall be taken to avoid danger to persons,
livestock, and to avoid damage to property and installed
equipment during inspection and testing.’
BS 7671 Regulation 612 lists the sequence in which tests should
be carried out. If any test indicates a failure to comply, that test
and any preceding test, the results of which may have been
influenced by the fault indicated, must be repeated after the fault
has being rectified.
This is because installation testing can be dangerous and the
danger level can increase if tests are not carried out in the correct
sequence. To clarify, after inspecting the installation we would
start the testing process by establishing the continuity of any
protective conductors. For safety, protective conductors should
be in place before injecting current or carrying out any live tests.
Protective conductors should certainly be in place and insulation
resistance must be satisfactory before carrying out an earth loop
impedance test.
For practical reasons some tests will be carried out using links
between known conductors established from earlier tests in the
sequence.
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The sequence of tests
Initial tests should be carried out in the following sequence,
where applicable, before the supply is connected or with the
supply disconnected as appropriate:
●●

●●
●●
●●
●●

●●

●●
●●
●●

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

Continuity of protective conductors including main and
supplementary bonding (612.2.1)
Continuity of ring final circuit conductors (612.2.2)
Insulation resistance (612.3)
Protection by SELV, PELV or electrical separation (612.4)
Protection by barriers/enclosures provided during erection
(612.4.5)
Insulation resistance/impedance of non-conducting floors and
walls (612.5)
Polarity (612.6)
Earth electrode resistance (612.7)
Protection by automatic disconnection of supply (ADS)
(612.8)
Earth-fault loop impedance (612.9)
Additional protection (612.10)
Prospective fault current (612.11)
Phase sequence (612.12)
Functional testing (612.13)
Verification of voltage drop (612.14).

The test results should be recorded on an installation schedule
(see page 83) and compared to the design criteria.

Continuity of protective conductors including main
and supplementary bonding
BS 7671 states that every protective conductor, including each
bonding conductor, shall be tested to verify that it is electrically
sound and correctly connected.
This test is carried out with a low resistance ohmmeter. As well as
checking the continuity of the protective conductor, the meter
will also measure R1 + R2 which, when corrected for temperature
and added to the value of Ze will allow the designer to verify the
calculated earth-fault loop impedance Zs.
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Test method 1
Before carrying out this test, as shown in Figure 6.03, the leads
should be ‘nulled out’. If the test instrument does not have this
facility, the resistance of the leads should be measured and
deducted from the readings.
Ceiling rose at
end of circuit
Temporary link

Switch
Main switch off, all
fuses removed,
circuit-breakers off
Low resistance
ohmmeter

Figure 6.03 Test method 1

The line conductor and the protective conductor are then linked
together at the consumer unit or distribution board.
The ohmmeter is used to test between the line and earth
terminals at each outlet in the circuit. The measurement at the
circuit’s extremity should be recorded and this is the value of
R1 + R2 for the circuit under test.
On a lighting circuit the value of R1 should include the switch
wire at the luminaires. This method should be carried out before
any supplementary bonds are made.

Test method 2
One lead of the continuity tester is connected to the consumer’s
main earth terminals and then the other lead is connected to a
trailing lead, which we then use to make contact with the
protective conductor at light fittings, switches, spur outlets etc.
As we can see from Figure 6.04, the resistance of the test leads
and wandering lead will be included in the result; therefore their
resistance must be measured and subtracted from the reading
obtained if the instrument does not have a nulling facility.
As in this method we are only testing the protective conductor,
only R2 is recorded on the installation schedule.
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Ceiling rose at
end of circuit

Switch
Main switch off, all
fuses removed,
circuit-breakers off
Low resistance
ohmmeter

Figure 6.04 Test method 2

Test of the continuity of supplementary bonding
conductors
We use test method 2 for this purpose, where the ohmmeter leads
are connected between the points being tested, between
simultaneously accessible extraneous-conductive parts, e.g.
pipework, sinks etc. or between simultaneously accessible
extraneous-conductive parts and
Metal sink
exposed-conductive parts (the metal
parts of the installation).

Supplementary
bonding
conductor

Low reading
ohmmeter

Metal
waste pipe

This test will verify that the conductor is
sound. To check this, move the probe to
the metalwork to be protected as shown in
Figure 6.05. This method is also used to
test the main equipotential bonding
conductors.
Where ferrous enclosures have been
used as the protective conductors, e.g.
conduit, trunking, steel-wire armouring
etc., the following special precautions
should be followed:
●●

●●

M.E.T.

Inspect the enclosure along its length
to verify its integrity.
Perform the standard ohmmeter test
using the appropriate test method
described above.

Figure 6.05 Test of the continuity of supplementary bonding
conductors
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If there is any doubt as to the soundness of this conductor a
further test should be performed using a phase-earth loop
impedance tester after the connection of the supply.
If there is still doubt, a further test may be carried out using a
high-current, low-impedance ohmmeter, which has a test voltage
not exceeding 50 volts and can provide a current approaching 1.5
times the design current of the circuit, but the current need not
exceed 25 A.

Continuity of ring final circuit conductors
A test is required to verify the continuity of each conductor
including the circuit protective conductor (cpc) of every ring final
circuit. The test results should establish that the ring is complete,
has no interconnections and that the ring is not broken.
Such faults are shown in Figure 6.06.

Interconnection
Break in ring (A1)

Ring cct (wired in 2.5 mm PVC)
(30/32 A device)
(max 100 m2)

Figure 6.06 Test of continuity of ring final circuits

The inspector may be able to check visually each conductor
throughout its entire length. This is an alternative and establishes
that no interconnected multiple loops have been made in the ring
circuit. In most circumstances however, this will not be
practicable and the following test method for checking ring circuit
continuity is recommended.

Step 1
The line, neutral and protective conductors are identified and
the end to end resistance of each is measured separately
(Figure 6.07).
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Ohmmeter

N1
L1

N2
L2
cpc2

cpc1

Figure 6.07 Step 1 Measurement of line, neutral and protective conductors

A finite reading confirms that there is no open circuit on the ring
conductors under test.
The resistance values obtained should be the same (within
0.05 Ω) if the conductors are of the same size. If the protective
conductor has a reduced CSA, then its resistance will be
proportionally higher than that of the line or neutral loop. If these
relationships are not achieved then either the conductors are
incorrectly identified or there is a problem at one of the
accessories.

Step 2
The line and neutral conductors are then connected together so
that the outgoing line conductor is connected to the returning
neutral conductor and vice versa as shown in Figure 6.08.

Ohmmeter

N2

N1
L2

L1
cpc1

Links

cpc2

Figure 6.08 Step 2 Line and neutral conductors connected together

The resistance between the line and neutral conductors is then
measured at each socket outlet.
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The readings obtained at each socket will be substantially the
same provided they are connected to the ring (the distance
around a circle is the same no matter where you measure it from),
and the value will be approximately half the resistance of the line
or the neutral loop resistance. Any sockets wired as spurs will
have higher resistance value due to the extra length of the spur
cable.

Step 3
We then repeat Step 2, but this time with the line and cpc crossconnected as shown in Figure 6.09.

Ohmmeter

N1

N2

L1

L2

cpc1

Links

cpc2

Figure 6.09 Step 3 Line and cpc cross-connected

The resistance between the line and earth is then measured at
each socket. Again, as they are connected on a ring, the readings
should be basically the same and the value at each socket, with
the value being about ¼ of the line plus cpc loop resistances,
namely R1 + R 2
.
4
The highest value recorded will represent the maximum R1 + R2
of the circuit and is recorded on the test schedule. This can also
be used to determine the earth-loop impedance (Zs) of the circuit
to verify compliance with the loop impedance requirements of the
Regulations.

Insulation resistance
For compliance with BS 7671, insulation resistance tests verify
that the insulation of conductors, electrical accessories and
equipment is satisfactory and that electrical conductors and
protective conductors are not short-circuited, or do not show a
low insulation resistance (which would indicate faulty insulation).
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In other words, we are testing to see whether the insulation of a
conductor is so poor as to allow any conductor to ‘leak’ to earth
or to another conductor.
Before testing we need to ensure that:
●●

●●

●●

Pilot or indicator lamps and capacitors are disconnected from
circuits to avoid an inaccurate test value being obtained.
Voltage sensitive electronic equipment such as dimmer
switches, delay timers, power controllers, electronic starters for
fluorescent lamps, emergency lighting, RCDs etc. are
disconnected so that they are not subjected to the test voltage.
There is no electrical connection between any line and neutral
conductor (e.g. lamps left in).

To show why we remove lamps, consider Figure 6.10. Should
we leave the lamp in? No, because the lamp filament is
effectively creating a short circuit between the line and neutral
conductors. This gives the same effect as if there were no
insulation there at all.

Ohmmeter

Figure 6.10 Insulation resistance test

The test equipment we use is an insulation resistance tester
meeting the criteria laid down in BS 7671, with insulation
resistance tests carried out using the appropriate d.c. test voltage
as specified in Table 61 of BS 7671.
The installation can be said to conform to the Regulations if
firstly the main switchboard and then each distribution circuit
(tested separately, with all its final circuits connected but with
current using equipment disconnected), have an insulation
resistance not less than that specified in Table 61 of BS 7671 as
reproduced in Table 6.01 opposite.
For a basic installation, i.e. one with only one DB, the test would
normally be carried out on the whole installation, with the main
switch off, all fuses in place, switches and circuit breakers closed,
lamps removed, and fluorescent and discharge luminaires and
other equipment disconnected.
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Circuit nominal voltage

Test voltage d.c. (V)

Minimum insulation resistance

SELV and PELV

250

0.5 MΩ

Up to and including 500 V with the
exception of the above systems

500

1.0 MΩ

1000

1.0 MΩ

Above 500 V

Table 6.01 Minimum value of insulation resistance (BS 7671 Table 61)

Where the removal of lamps and/or the disconnection of current
using equipment is impracticable, the local switches controlling
such lamps and/or equipment should be open.
On any two-way/intermediate circuits you will have to operate the
two-way switch and re-test the circuit to make sure that you have
tested all of the ‘strappers’.
Although an insulation resistance value of not less than 1 MΩ
complies with BS 7671, if an insulation resistance value of less
than 2 MΩ is recorded, there is the possibility of a defect and
then each circuit should be separately tested.
We are now checking two things: conductors under test leaking to
another conductor and then any conductor under test leaking to
earth. Apart from any need to test individual circuits, most
electricians prefer, or find it quicker, to test between individual
conductors rather than to group them together. As an example,
Figure 6.11 shows the ten readings that would need to be taken
for a three-phase circuit.

Leakage to earth

E

N

(4 tests)

Leakage to other conductors

E

N

(6 tests)

Figure 6.11 Three-phase circuit test

Protection by SELV, PELV or electrical separation
(not often required)
Where the protective measures of SELV, PELV or electrical
separation have been used then an insulation resistance test must
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be carried out the with the value being no less than that specified
in Table 61 of BS 7671 for the circuit with the highest voltage
present in the location.
For example, if an area is being protected by SELV and that area
also has low voltage circuits in it, then the minimum insulation
resistance value for the SELV circuit must be no lower than that
of the low voltage circuit, namely no less than 1 MΩ.
For electrical separation, the source of supply should be inspected
to prove that it does not exceed 500 V. The insulation between
live parts of the separated circuit and any adjacent conductor (in
the same enclosure or touching) and/or to earth must be tested at
500 V d.c. with insulation resistance being no less than 1 MΩ.

Protection by barriers/enclosures provided during
erection (not often required)

Key term
IP Codes – International
Protection, more commonly
interpreted as Ingress Protection

This test does not apply to the barriers or enclosures of factorybuilt equipment, but only to those provided and fabricated on the
site during the course of assembly. If this is the case then any
barrier or enclosure must offer protection to no less than IP2X or
IPXXB with readily accessible top surfaces having protection of
no less than IP4X or IPXXD.
The IP Codes consists of the letters IP followed by two digits
and an optional letter. As defined in international standard IEC
60529 (Degrees of protection provided by enclosures – IP Code),
it classifies the degree of protection provided against the intrusion
of solid objects and water in electrical enclosures.
The first digit indicates the level of protection that the enclosure
provides against access by solid objects to hazardous parts (e.g.,
electrical conductors, moving parts). The second digit refers to
protection of the equipment inside the enclosure against the
harmful ingress of water. Where there is no protection rating
with regard to one of the criteria, the digit is replaced with the
letter X.
For example, an electrical socket rated IP22 is protected against
insertion of fingers and will not be damaged or become unsafe
during a specified test in which it is exposed to vertically or
nearly vertically dripping water. IP22 or IP2X are typical
minimum requirements for the design of electrical accessories
for indoor use.
The various digits and their application are shown in Tables
6.02–6.03.
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Level

Object size
protected against

Effective against

0

—

No protection against contact and ingress of objects

1

>50 mm

Any large surface of the body, such as the back of a hand, but no protection against
deliberate contact with a body part

2

>12.5 mm

Fingers or similar objects

3

>2.5 mm

Tools, thick wires, etc.

4

>1 mm

Most wires, screws, etc.

5

dust protected

Ingress of dust is not entirely prevented, but it must not enter in sufficient quantity to interfere
with the satisfactory operation of the equipment; complete protection against contact

6

dust tight

No ingress of dust; complete protection against contact

Table 6.02 First digit
Level

Protected against

Details

0

not protected

—

1

dripping water

Dripping water (vertically falling drops) shall have no harmful effect.

2

dripping water when
tilted up to 15°

Vertically dripping water shall have no harmful effect when the enclosure is tilted at an
angle up to 15° from its normal position.

3

spraying water

Water falling as a spray at any angle up to 60° from the vertical shall have no harmful
effects.

4

splashing water

Water splashing against the enclosure from any direction shall have no harmful effects.

5

water jets

Water projected by a nozzle against enclosure from any direction shall have no harmful
effects.

6

powerful water jets

Water projected in powerful jets against the enclosure from any direction shall have no
harmful effects.

7

immersion up to 1 m

Ingress of water in harmful quantity shall not be possible when the enclosure is
immersed in water under defined conditions of pressure and time (up to 1 m of
submersion).

8

immersion beyond
1m

The equipment is suitable for continuous immersion in water under conditions which
shall be specified by the manufacturer.
NOTE: Normally, this will mean that the equipment is hermetically sealed. However,
with certain types of equipment, it can mean that water can enter but only in such a
manner that produces no harmful effects.

Table 6.03 Second digit
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Additional letters
The standard defines additional letters that can be appended to
classify only the level of protection against access to hazardous
parts by persons.
Level

Protected against access to hazardous parts with

A

back of hand

B

finger

C

tool

D

wire

Table 6.04 Additional letters

The use of these letters can be shown in our BS 7671 requirement
that any barrier or enclosure must offer protection to no less than
IP2X or IPXXB with readily accessible top surfaces having
protection of no less than IP4X or IPXXD. We can now see that
IPXXB means only protection against finger contact and that
IPXXD means only protection against wire (1 mm with its end at
right angles).

Insulation resistance/impedance of
non-conducting floors and walls (not often required)
This is a specialist test using a magneto-ohmmeter and test
electrodes, consequently no further detail will be given in this
book. However, methods of measurement are given in Appendix
13 of BS 7671.

Polarity
A test needs to be performed to check the polarity of all circuits
and this is now a two stage process in that it should de-classed as
one of the dead tests and done before connection to the supply
(with either an ohmmeter or the continuity range of an insulation
and continuity tester) and then confirmed once the supply has
been switched on using an approved voltage indicator.
The purpose of a polarity test is to verify that:
●●

●●

each fuse and single-pole control and protective device is
connected in the line conductor only
with the exception of ES14 and ES27 lampholders to BS EN
60238, in circuits that have an earthed neutral, centre contact
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●●

bayonet and ES lampholders have the outer or screwed
contacts connected to the neutral conductor
wiring has been correctly connected to socket outlets and
similar accessories.

As can be seen from Figure 6.12, having established the
continuity of the cpc in an earlier test, we now use this as a long
test lead, temporarily linking it out with the circuit line conductor
at the distribution board and then making our test across the line
and earth terminals at each item in the circuit under test.
Remember to close lighting switches before carrying out the test.

Switch
closed

cpc
L

Single-pole
switch

N

Temporary
link

Edison
screw
lamp
holder

Low reading
ohmmeter

Figure 6.12 Polarity test of lighting circuit using continuity tester

For ring circuits, if the tests required by Regulation 713-03 ring
circuit continuity have been carried out, the correct connections
of line, neutral and cpc conductors will have already been verified
and no further testing is required. However, for radial circuits the
R1 + R2 measurements should also be made at each point, using
this method.

Earth electrode resistance
Where an earthing system incorporates an earth electrode as part
of the system, such as in rural areas, the electrode resistance to
earth needs to be measured. In previous years the metal pipes of
the water mains were used, but this practice can no longer be
relied upon as pipes are now often made from plastic.
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Some of the types of accepted earth electrode are:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

earth rods or pipes
earth tapes or wires
earth plates
underground structural metalwork embedded in foundations
lead sheaths or other metallic coverings of cables
metal pipes.

The resistance to earth will depend upon the size and type of
electrode used, remember that we want the best connection to
earth possible and that the connection to the electrode must be
made above ground level.

Measurement by standard method
When measuring earth electrode resistances to earth where low
values are required, as in the earthing of the neutral point of a
transformer or generator, test method 1 below may be used, using
an earth electrode resistance tester.
Test method 1
Before starting the test, disconnect the earthing conductor to the
earth electrode either at the electrode or at the main earthing
terminal. This will make sure that all the test current passes
through the earth electrode. However, as this will leave the
installation unprotected against earth-faults, switch off the supply
before disconnecting the earth.
The test should be carried out when the ground conditions are at
their least favourable, i.e. during a period of dry weather, as this
will produce the highest resistance
value. The test requires the use of
two temporary test electrodes
(spikes) and is carried out as shown
in Figure 6.13.

Test
instrument

Temporary
test
electrodes

P2

C2

C1, P1
T1

T2
Electrode
under test

6m
15–25 m

6m
15–25 m

Figure 6.13 Test method 1
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Connect the earth electrode to terminals C1 and P1 of a
four-terminal earth tester. To exclude the resistance of these test
leads from the resistance reading, individual leads should be
taken from these terminals and connected separately to the
electrode. However, if the test lead resistance is insignificant, the
two terminals may be short-circuited at the tester and connection
made with a single test lead, the same being true if you are using
a three-terminal tester. Connection to the temporary ‘spikes’ is
now made as shown in our diagram.
The distance between the test spikes is important, as if they are
too close together their resistance areas will overlap. In general,
you can gain a reliable result if the distance between the electrode
under test and the current spike is at least ten times the
maximum length of the electrode under test, in other words,
30 m away from a 3 m long rod electrode.

Safety tip
The resistance area is important
where livestock are concerned,
as an animal may have its front
legs outside, and back legs
inside the resistance area, thus
creating a potential difference.
As little as 25 V can be lethal, so
it is important to ensure that all
of the electrode is well below
ground level and that RCD
protection is used.

We then take three readings:
●●

●●

●●

first with the potential spike initially midway between the
electrode and current spike
second at a position 10% of the electrode-to-current spike
distance back towards the electrode
third at a position 10% of the distance towards the current
spike.

By comparing these three readings a percentage deviation can be
determined. We do this calculation by taking the average of the
three readings; finding the maximum deviation of the readings
from this average in ohms, and then expressing this as a
percentage of the average.
The accuracy of the measurement using this technique is on
average about 1.2 times the percentage deviation of the readings.
It is difficult to achieve an accuracy better than 2%, and you
should not accept readings that differ by more than 5%. To
improve the accuracy of the measurement to acceptable levels,
the test must be repeated with larger separation between the
electrode and the current spike.
Once the test is completed, make sure that the earthing
conductor is reconnected.
Test method 2
Guidance Note 3 to BS 7671 lists a test method 2 that uses an
earth-fault loop impedance tester. However, this is an alternative
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method for use only on RCD protective TT installations and if
this is impractical, the measured value of external earth-fault loop
impedance may be used.

Protection by automatic disconnection of
supply (ADS)
This is an unusual test in the sequence as compliance will come
from other required tests. However, we must check the worth of
this protection. This can be done as follows.
For TN systems:
●●
●●

●●

by measurement of earth-fault loop impedance
confirm by visual inspection that overcurrent devices are the
right type and set correctly.
check that for an RCD the disconnection times of BS 7671
can be met.

For TT systems:
●●

●●

●●

by measurement of the resistance of the earth arrangement of
the exposed-conductive parts of the equipment for the related
circuit
confirm by visual inspection that overcurrent devices are the
right type and set correctly.
check that for an RCD the disconnection times of BS 7671
can be met.

Earth-fault loop impedance
When designing an installation, it is the designer’s responsibility
to ensure that, should a phase-to-earth fault develop, the
protection device will operate safely and within the time specified
by BS 7671. Although the designer can calculate this
theoretically, it is not until the installation is complete that the
calculations can be checked.
It is therefore necessary to determine the earth-fault loop
impedance (Zs) at the furthest point in each circuit and to
compare the readings obtained with either the designer’s
calculated values or the values tabulated in BS 7671 or the Unite
Guide to Good Electrical Practice.
Figure 6.14 shows that, starting at the point of the fault, the
earth-fault loop is made up of the following elements:
●●

the circuit protective conductor
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●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

the main earthing terminal and earthing
conductor
the earth return path (dependent on the
nature of the supply, TN-S, TN-C-S etc.)
the path through the earthed neutral of
the supply transformer
the secondary winding (line) of the supply
transformer
the phase conductor from the source of
the supply to the point of the fault.

We can then determine the value of earthfault loop impedance (ZS) by one of three
methods as follows:
●●
●●

●●

R1
Phase

Ze

Supply

Zs

Load

Customers’ terminals
R2

Figure 6.14 Earth-fault loop

Direct measurement of ZS.
Direct measurement of Ze at the origin of the circuit and
adding to this the value of (R1+R2) measured during continuity
tests: ZS = Ze + (R1+R2).
Obtaining the value of Ze from the electricity supplier and
adding to this the value of (R1+R2) as above. However, where
the value of Ze is obtained from the electricity supplier and is
not actually measured, a test must be carried out to ensure
that the main earthing terminal is in fact connected to earth
using an earth-fault loop impedance tester or an approved test
lamp.

Direct measurement of ZS
Direct measurement of earth-fault loop impedance is achieved by
use of an earth-fault loop impedance tester, which is an
instrument designed specifically for this purpose. The instrument
operates from the mains supply and therefore this measurement
can only be taken on a live installation. The instrument is usually
fitted with a standard 13 A plug for connecting to the installation
directly through a normal socket outlet, although test leads and
probes are also provided for taking measurements at other points
on the installation.
IET GN3 states that neither the connections with earth or
bonding conductors are to be disconnected, but consequently
readings may be less than Ze + (R1+R2) because of parallel paths.
This should be taken into account when comparing with design
readings.
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For the very reason of eliminating any parallel earth return paths, a second
school of opinion would argue that as the test is being conducted by a
skilled, competent person, the main equipotential bonding conductors
should be disconnected for the duration of the test. This would then ensure
that readings are not distorted by the presence of gas or water service pipes
acting as part of the earth return path. Precautions must be taken,
however, to ensure that the main equipotential bonding conductors are
reconnected after the test has taken place.

Earth-fault loop impedance testers are connected directly to the
circuit being tested and care must be taken to avoid danger.
Should a break have occurred anywhere in the protective
conductor under test then the whole of the earthing system could
become live. It is essential therefore that protective conductor
continuity tests be carried out prior to the testing of earth-fault
loop impedance. Communication with other users of the building
and the use of warning notices and barriers is essential.

Measurement of Ze
The value of Ze can be measured using an earth-fault loop
impedance tester at the origin of the installation. However, as this
requires the removal of covers and the exposure of live parts,
extreme care must be taken and the operation must be supervised
at all times. The instrument is connected using approved leads
and probes between the phase terminal of the supply and the
means of earthing with the main switch open or with all
sub-circuits isolated. In order to remove the possibility of parallel
paths, the means of earthing must be disconnected from the
equipotential bonding conductors for the duration of the test.
With the instrument correctly connected and the test button
pressed, the instrument will give a direct reading of the value of
Ze. It must be remembered to re-connect all earthing connections
on completion of the test.

Verification of test results
The measured values of earth-fault loop impedance obtained (ZS)
should be less than the values stated in BS 7671 Chapter 4,
Tables 41.2, 41.3 and 41.4, reproduced here as Tables 6.05, 6.06
and 6.07. Please note that these values are for conductors at their
normal operating temperature and if the conductors are at a
different temperature at the point of test then a de-rating factor
should be applied in line with the guidance given in Appendix 14
of BS 7671.
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(a) General purpose (gG) fuses to BS 88-2.2 and BS 88.6
Rating
(amperes)

6

Zs (ohms)

8.52

10

16

5.11

20

2.70

25

1.77

32

1.44

1.04

(b) Fuses to BS 1361
Rating
(amperes)

5

Zs (ohms)

15

10.45

20

3.28

30

1.70

1.15

(c) Fuses to BS 3036
Rating
(amperes)

5

Zs (ohms)

9.58

15

20

2.55

30

1.77

1.09

(d) Fuses to BS 1362
Rating
(amperes)

3

Zs (ohms)

16.4

13

2.42

Table 6.05 Table 41.2 of BS 7671
(a) Type B circuit-breakers to BS EN 60898 and the overcurrent characteristics of RCBOs to BS EN 61009-1
Rating
(amperes)
Zs (ohms)

3

15.33

6

10

16

20

25

32

40

50

63

80

100

125

7.67

4.60

2.87

2.30

1.84

1.44

1.15

0.92

0.73

0.57

0.46

0.37

In

46/ In

(b) Type C circuit-breakers to BS EN 60898 and the overcurrent characteristics of RCBOs to BS EN 61009-1
Rating
(amperes)

6

10

16

20

25

32

40

50

63

80

100

125

Zs (ohms)

3.83

2.30

1.44

1.15

0.92

0.72

0.57

0.46

0.36

0.29

0.23

0.18

In

23/ In

(c) Type D circuit-breakers to BS EN 60898 and the overcurrent characteristics of RCBOs to BS EN 61009-14
Rating
(amperes)

6

10

16

20

25

32

40

50

63

80

100

125

Zs (ohms)

1.92

1.15

0.72

0.57

0.46

0.36

0.29

0.23

0.18

0.14

0.11

0.09

In

11.5/ In

Table 6.06 Table 41.3 of BS 7671
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(a) General purpose (gG) fuses to BS-88.2 and BS 88-6
Rating
(amperes)

6

Zs (ohms)

13.5

Rating
(amperes)

10

7.42
63

Zs (ohms)

0.82

16

4.18
80

0.57

20

25

2.91
100

2.30
125

0.42

0.33

32

1.84
160

0.25

40

1.35

50

1.04

200

0.19

(b) Fuses to BS 1361
Rating
(amperes)

5

Zs (ohms)

16.4

15

5.00

20

2.80

30

1.84

45

0.96

60

0.70

80

0.50

100

0.36

(c) Fuses to BS 3036
Rating
(amperes)

5

Zs (ohms)

17.7

15

5.35

20

3.83

30

2.64

45

1.59

60

1.12

100

0.53

(d) Fuses to BS 1362
Rating
(amperes)

3

Zs (ohms)

23.2

13

3.83

Table 6.07 Table 41.4 of BS 7671

Additional protection

Key term
Prospective fault
current – The value of
overcurrent that would flow at a
given point in a circuit if a fault
(a short circuit or an earth-fault)
were to occur at that point. The
prospective fault current tends
to be higher than the fault
current likely to occur in practice

Where an RCD (≤30 mA) is being used to provide additional
protection against contact with live parts, then the operating time
must not exceed 40 ms when tested at 5 × 30 mA. The maximum
test time must be no longer than 40 ms unless the potential on
the protective conductor rises by less than 50 V.

Prospective fault current
If a short circuit occurs, current levels are created that are likely
to produce considerable thermal and mechanical stresses in
electrical equipment, and consequently are potentially life
threatening. It is therefore essential to protect personnel and
equipment by calculating short circuit currents while designing
(or altering) an electrical system, thus allowing the electrical
system to be protected using suitable protective devices.
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BS 7671 Regulation 612.11 states that the prospective short
circuit current and prospective earth-fault current shall be
measured, calculated or determined by another method, both at
the origin and other relevant points around the installation; the
IET definition of ‘relevant points’ being any point where a
protective device is required to operate under fault conditions.
BS 7671 Regulation 434.5.1 additionally requires that where it is
installed, the breaking capacity of each protective device is to be
no less than the prospective fault current.
This is classed as a live test using the prospective fault scale of an
earth loop impedance tester and with the power on and it is the
greater of the two fault currents (short circuit or earth-fault) that
is recorded on the results schedule.
Except in London (and one or two other major cities) the
maximum fault current for 230 V single-phase supplies up to
100 A is unlikely to be greater than 16 kA, and therefore this is
taken to be the case where:
●●
●●
●●

the current ratings of devices are 50 A
the consumer unit complies with BS 5486-13/BS EN 60439-3
the consumer unit is supplied through a type 2 fuse 100 A to
BS 1361.

Phase sequence
BS 7671 Regulation 612.12 requires that the phase
sequence is maintained for multiphase circuits. This
is important in terms of checking correct load
balancing or motor rotation.
To check phase sequence, the usual method is to use
a phase rotation tester sequence indicator. There are
typically two types using either a rotating disc system
(basically a mini-induction motor) or by digital
display as shown in Figure 6.15.

Functional testing
BS 7671 Regulation 612.13.1 requires that where
fault and/or additional protection are provided by a
Residual Current Device (RCD), the effectiveness of
any test facility incorporated in the device shall be
verified. Regulation 612.13.2 then requires that all
assemblies are to be functionally tested to show that
they operate as intended and are mounted and
adjusted correctly.

Figure 6.15 A phase rotation tester sequence
indicator with a digital display
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This includes:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

switches
motors
lights
heaters
PIRs and similar detectors
dimmers and other such controls.

RCD testing
Most RCDs have an integral test button, but even a successful
test of this does not necessarily confirm that the RCD is working
correctly. Basic testing of RCDs therefore involves determining
the tripping time (in milliseconds) by inducing a fault current in
the circuit. This test can be performed at DBs with test leads or
at socket outlets.
The test is performed on a live circuit with all known loads
disconnected and because some RCDs are more sensitive in one
half cycle of the mains supply waveform than the other, the test
must be carried out for both zero and 180 degree phase settings,
and the longest time should be recorded. The measured tripping
time is then compared with the maximum time permitted in the
IEE GN3.
The term residual current device is defined in BS 7671 Part 2 as
‘a mechanical switching device or association of devices intended
to cause the opening of the contacts when the residual current
attains a given value under specified conditions’.
RCDs are now manufactured to harmonised standards and can
be identified by their BS EN numbers. An RCD found in an
older installation may not provide protection in accordance with
current standards. The following list identifies the applicable
current standards.
●●
●●
●●
●●

BS 7071 (PRCD)
BS 7288 (SRCD)
BS EN 61008-1 (RCCB)
BS EN 61009-1 (RCBO)

The most common variations of an RCD are shown in Table 6.08
opposite.
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Type of RCD

Description

Usage

RCCB

Residual current operated circuitbreaker without integral
overcurrent protection

Device that operates when the
residual current attains a given
value under specific conditions

Consumer units
Distribution boards

RCBO

Residual current operated circuitbreaker (RCCB) with integral
overcurrent protection

Device that operates when the
residual current attains a given
value under specific conditions
and incorporates overcurrent
protection

Consumer units
Distribution boards

CBR

Circuit-breaker incorporating
residual current protection

Overcurrent protective device
incorporating residual current
protection

Distribution boards in larger
installations

SRCD

Socket outlet incorporating an
RCD

A socket outlet or fused
connection unit incorporating a
built-in RCD

Often installed to provide
supplementary protection against
direct contact for portable
equipment used out of doors

PRCD

Portable residual current device

A PRCD is a device that provides
RCD protection for any item of
equipment connected by a plug
or socket. Often incorporates
overcurrent protection

Plugged into an existing socket
outlet. PRCDs are not part of the
final installation

SRCBO

Socket outlet incorporating an
RCBO

Socket outlet or fused connection
unit incorporating an RCBO

Often installed to provide
supplementary protection against
direct contact for portable
equipment used out of doors

Table 6.08 Variations of RCD

There are essentially two RCD tests that must be carried out.
●●

●●

With a test of half the rated tripping current (e.g. 15 mA for a
30 mA rated RCD) the device should not operate.
With a test of the full rated tripping current (e.g. 30 mA for a
30 mA rated RCD) the device should trip in less than 300 ms
unless it is Type ‘S’ (or selective) incorporating a time delay,
in which case it must trip between 130 ms to 500 ms.

Remember
If the device was to BS 4293
then the full rated test should
cause tripping within 200 ms.

We carry out the half-rated test because certain equipment has a
small leakage to earth as part of normal operation. IT equipment,
for example, uses capacitors within their mains input filters and
has a small leakage to earth at mains frequencies. Equally heating
elements that are either immersed in liquid or exist in damp
conditions, may absorb moisture if damaged, causing leakage
through the moisture to the earthed outer case. The half rated
test replicates low levels of earth leakage to check there is no
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‘nuisance’ tripping. However, be aware if there is a constant low
level of normal leakage, it may create a level close to the rated
tripping current and therefore any minor changes in the circuit
could cause the RCD to trip.
Safety tip

Additional Protection

Prior to RCD tests being carried
out, it is essential for safety
reasons that the earth loop
impedance of the installation
has been tested to check that
the earth-return path is sound
and that all the necessary
requirements have been met.
BS 7671 stipulates the order in
which tests should be carried
out.

If an RCD is affording additional protection to either sockets up
to 20 A or for sockets up to 32 A for mobile equipment in use
outdoors, then a test of 5 times (5 ×) the full rated tripping
current (e.g. 150 mA for a 30 mA RCD) means the device must
trip within 40 ms.

The integral test button
As we said earlier, most RCDs have an integral test button, but
this only tests the operation of the mechanical parts and even a
successful test of this does not necessarily confirm that the RCD
is working correctly. Such a button only works if there is a supply
present.

Safety
Under certain circumstances these tests can result in potentially
dangerous voltages appearing on exposed and extraneousconductive parts within the installation and therefore suitable
precautions must be taken to prevent contact by persons or
livestock with any such part. Other building users should be made
aware that tests are being carried out and warning notices should
be posted as necessary.
Working life

Verification of voltage drop

A colleague suggests it does not
matter in what sequence the
tests are done on an electrical
installation. How would you
explain to him the importance
of sequences? Think about:

This is not normally part of the initial testing process of a new
installation as it would have been part of the initial design process
when taking in to account the effect of length of cable runs.
However, paragraph 6.4 within Appendix 4 of BS 7671 gives the
permitted values of voltage drop as:

1. What reference to the
sequence would you use?

●●

2. What is the key reason for
the sequence?
3. How would you explain why
the sequence must be
followed?

●●

3% for lighting circuits
5% for other uses on LV public systems.

Using an approved voltage indicator, be aware that as voltage
drop is determined against the demand of the current using
equipment, a greater voltage drop may be experienced for a
motor circuit during starting.
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Actions to take in event of
unsatisfactory test results
Before we look at this topic, we must establish a basic
concept when using a continuity meter or insulation
resistance tester. This is illustrated using a basic scale
on an analogue insulation resistance tester, as shown
in Figures 6.16 and 6.17.
When we touch the leads of our meter together we
are creating a short circuit. Remember a short circuit
means ‘...negligible impedance between live
conductors’. In other words there is almost no
resistance between the two leads as they are touching.
The needle on the display therefore shows zero to
reflect this finite reading.

m

Figure 6.16 Creating a short circuit

However, when we separate the leads, we have clearly
created an open circuit. This is the same as having a
broken conductor and the needle on the display
therefore shows infinity to reflect this infinite
resistance.
Real tests require more detailed readings, but the
principle is the same.

0

m

0

Figure 6.17 Creating an open circuit

Continuity
When testing the continuity of circuit protective conductors or
bonding conductors we should always expect a very low reading (near
to zero), which is why we must always use a low reading ohmmeter.
Main and supplementary bonding conductors should have a
reading of not more than 0.05 ohms while the maximum
resistance of circuit protective conductors can be estimated from
the value of (R1 + R2) given in the Unite Guide to Good
Electrical Practice. These values will depend upon the crosssectional area of the conductor, the conductor material and its
length.
A very high (near to infinity end of scale) reading would indicate
a break in the conductor itself or a disconnected termination that
must be investigated. A mid-range reading may be caused by the
poor termination of an earthing clamp to the service pipe, e.g. a
service pipe which is not cleaned correctly before fitting the clamp
or corrosion of the metal service pipe due to its age and damp
conditions.

Remember
When measuring the end to end
resistance of each of the
conductors, a finite reading
shows there is no break in the
conductor, and as long as the
conductors are the same size,
then the readings should be the
same. If the cpc is smaller, then
its resistance will be higher.
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When testing continuity of a ring final circuit, remember that the
purpose of the test is to establish that a ring exists and that it has
been correctly connected.
In Step 2 of the test process (see pages 104–105) we said that the
readings obtained at each socket will be substantially the same
provided they are connected to the ring (because the distance
around a circle is the same no matter where you measure it from).
As we can see from Figure 6.18, should you test at a socket and
get a higher reading, then this has probably been connected as a
spur, and any sockets wired as spurs will have higher resistance
value due to the extra length of the spur cable.

Figure 6.18 Testing at a socket

However, if while testing at each socket you found that your
readings were increasing as you moved away from the DB, then it
is likely that instead of having a ring, you have the ends
incorrectly identified and are not cross-connected between the
outgoing leg live to the incoming leg neutral. Instead you may be
‘linked out’ across the live and neutral of the same leg and are
therefore measuring more cable at each socket. As shown in
Figure 6.19, the reading taken at socket C will therefore include
more cable than that taken at socket A and therefore it will have a
higher resistance reading.
Same leg either outgoing from or incoming to the DB

A
B
C

Figure 6.19 Testing at each socket with readings increasing
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Insulation resistance and effects on values
The value of the insulation resistance of an installation will
depend upon the size and complexity of the installation and the
number of circuits connected to it. When testing a small domestic
installation you may expect an insulation resistance reading in
excess of 200 MΩ while a large industrial or commercial
installation with many sub-circuits, each providing a parallel path,
will give a much smaller reading if tested as a whole. Bear in
mind that if you double the length of a cable, you halve its
insulation resistance. Length and insulation resistance are
inversely proportional and longer cables will have more parallel
paths and therefore a lower insulation resistance.
It is recommended that, where the insulation resistance reading is
less than 2 MΩ, individual distribution boards or even individual
sub-circuits be tested separately in order to identify any possible
cause of poor insulation values.
An extremely low value of insulation resistance would indicate a
possible short circuit between line conductors or a bare conductor
in contact with earth at some point in the installation, either of
which must be investigated. A reading below 1.0 MΩ would
suggest a weakness in the insulation, possibly due to the ingress of
dampness or dirt in such items as distribution boards, joint boxes
or lighting fittings.
Although PVC-insulated cables are not generally subject to a
deterioration of insulation resistance due to dampness (unless the
insulation or sheath is damaged), mineral-insulated cables can be
affected if dampness has entered the end of a cable before the seal
has been applied properly. Other causes of low insulation
resistance can be the infestation of equipment by rats, mice or
insects.

Polarity
Correct polarity is achieved by the correct termination of
conductors to the terminals of all equipment. This may be main
intake equipment such as isolators, main switches and
distribution boards or accessories such as socket outlets, switches
or lighting fittings.
Polarity is either correct or incorrect. Incorrect polarity is caused
by the termination of live conductors to the wrong terminals and
is corrected by reconnecting all conductors correctly.
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Earth-fault loop impedance
As explained previously the earth-fault loop path is made up of
those parts of the supply system external to the premises being
tested (Ze) and the phase conductor and circuit protective
conductor within the installation (R1 + R2), the total earth-fault
loop impedance being Zs = Ze + (R1 + R2).
The path followed by a fault current as the result of a low
impedance occurring between the phase conductor and earthed
metal is called the earth-fault loop and the current is ‘driven’
through the loop by the supply voltage.
The loop for a TT system is shown in red in Figure 6.20.
Remember
The loop through the other
earthing systems will be similar
and these systems are
represented in Unit ELTK 04a of
this book.

Secondary
winding
of supply
transformer

Supply
authority
equipment

Consumer’s installation
Consumer unit (CCU)

Overhead line
Line conductor

RCD

Neutral conductor
Distributor’s
earth electrode

Customer’s main
earthing terminal

Return path through general mass of earth

L
O
A
D
Earthing
conductor
Customer’s
earth electrode

Figure 6.20 Earth-fault loop in a TT system

As we have no influence on the external value of impedance (Ze),
then if the value of impedance measured is higher than that
required by the design of the installation, then we can only reduce
the value of Zs by installing circuit protective conductors of a
larger cross-sectional area or, if aluminium conductors have been
used, by changing these to copper.
If the value is still too high to guarantee operation of the circuit
protective device in the time required by BS 7671, then
consideration will have to be given to changing the type of
protective device (i.e. fuses to circuit breakers).

Residual current devices (RCDs)
Where a residual current device (RCD) fails to trip out when
pressing the integral test button, this would indicate a fault within
the device itself, which should therefore be replaced. Should an
RCD fail to trip out when being tested by an RCD tester, it would
suggest a break in the earth return path, which must be investigated.
If the RCD does trip out but not within the time specified then a
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check should be made that the test instrument is set correctly for
the nominal tripping current of the device under test.

Periodic inspection and testing
All electrical installations must be maintained in a safe condition,
and regular inspection and testing (periodic inspection) is an
essential part of any such preventative maintenance programme.
In addition to any statutory requirements, other bodies such as
licensing authorities, insurance companies and mortgage lenders
may also require periodic inspection and testing to be carried out.

Remember
With periodic inspection and
testing, inspection is the vital
operation and testing is carried
out in support of that
inspection.

However, in the case of an installation that is under constant
supervision while in normal use, such as a factory or other
industrial premises, periodic inspection and testing may be
replaced by a system of continuous monitoring and maintenance
of the installation by skilled persons, provided that adequate
records of such maintenance are kept.
Periodic inspection and testing is required:
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

●●

to confirm compliance with BS 7671
on a change of ownership of the premises
on a change of use of the premises
on a change of tenancy of the premises
on completion of alterations or additions to the original installation
following any significant increase in the electrical loading of
the installation
where there is reason to believe that damage may have been
caused to the installation.

In summary, periodic inspection and testing is generally necessary
because any installation can deteriorate due to wear and tear, age,
overload or damage. Inspection and testing is also needed,
however, if there is an addition or alteration to an installation, as
obviously these must comply with BS 7671 and must not
compromise, or be compromised by, the existing installation.

Frequency of inspection and testing
In establishing the frequency of periodic inspection and testing
we should consider the following:
●●
●●
●●
●●

type of installation
use and operation of installation
external influences affecting the installation
frequency and quality of any maintenance activity.

Remember
For domestic or commercial
premises, a change in
occupancy might require an
additional visit.
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Type of installation

Routine check

Maximum period between
inspections and testing as necessary

1

2

3

Domestic

–

Change of occupancy/10 years

Commercial

1 year

Change of occupancy/5 years

Educational establishments

4 months

5 years

Hospitals

1 year

5 years

Industrial

1 year

3 years

Residential accommodation

at change of occupancy/1 year

5 years

Offices

1 year

5 years

Shops

1 year

5 years

Laboratories

1 year

5 years

Cinemas

1 year

1 to 3 years

Church installations

1 year

5 years

Leisure complexes (excluding swimming
pools)

1 year

3 years

Places of public entertainment

1 year

3 years

Restaurants and hotels

1 year

5 years

Theatres

1 year

3 years

Public houses

1 year

5 years

Village halls/community centres

1 year

5 years

Agricultural and horticultural

1 year

3 years

Caravans

1 year

3 years

Caravan parks

6 months

1 year

Highway power supplies

as convenient

6 years

Marinas

4 months

1 year

Fish farms

4 months

1 year

Swimming pools

4 months

1 year

Emergency lighting

Daily/monthly

3 years

Fire alarms

Daily/weekly/monthly

1 year

Launderettes

1 year

1 year

Petrol filling stations

1 year

1 year

Construction site installations

3 months

3 months

General installation

Buildings open to the public

Special installations

Table 6.09 Frequency of testing (according to IET Guidance Note 3)
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Table 6.09 gives guidance regarding frequency of periodic
inspection and testing; it is contained within IET Guidance
Note 3. However, the competent person carrying out the
inspection and testing must recommend the interval between
future visits, increasing or decreasing the interval based on their
findings. The intervals given in the table should therefore only be
seen as guidance to help the competent person decide the
frequency of visits.

Routine checks
In Table 6.09 there is a column titled ‘Routine Checks’. This is
in place so no installation is left without attention for the periods
indicated in the table. A system of routine checks should be set
up to take place between formal periodic inspections. The
frequency of these checks will depend entirely on the nature of
the premises and the usage of the installation but this column
aims to set out some suggested intervals.
For example, in domestic premises it is likely that the occupier
will soon notice any damage or breakages to electrical equipment
and will take steps to have repairs carried out. In commercial or
industrial installations a suitable reporting system should be
available for users of the installation to report any potential
danger from deteriorating or damaged equipment.
The level of routine check being suggested at these intervals is
shown in Table 6.10 and it should be noted that they are not
intended to be carried out by a skilled person, but instead by a
safe user of the installation and someone who would therefore
recognise any defects.

General procedure
In old installations where information such as drawings,
distribution board schedules, charts etc. are not available, some
exploratory work may be necessary to enable inspection and
testing to be carried out safely and without damage to existing
equipment.
A survey should therefore be carried out to identify all items of
switchgear and control gear and their associated circuits and
during the survey a note should be made of any known changes
in either the structure of the building, the environmental
conditions or of any alterations or additions to the installation
which may affect the suitability of the wiring or the method of
installation.
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Activity

Check

Defect reports

Check that all reported defects have been rectified and that the installation is safe

Inspection

Look for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operation

breakages
wear or deterioration
signs of overheating
missing parts (covers/screws)
switchgear still accessible
enclosure doors secure
labels still adequate (readable)
loose fittings

Check operation of:
• switchgear (where reasonable)
• equipment (switch off and on)
• RCD (using test button)

Table 6.10 Routine checks

A careful check should be made of the type of equipment on site
so that, where required, electronic or other equipment that may
be damaged by high-test voltages can be either disconnected or
short-circuited to prevent damage. If computer equipment is to
be disconnected for the purpose of testing then the user of the
equipment must be informed in order that data within the
computer can be backed up and stored on disc if necessary.
Many commercial computer installations have an emergency
back-up electrical supply that will automatically energise if the
mains supply is disconnected. This means that circuits that you
assume are isolated may well be kept live from a different source
of supply.
If the inspection and testing cannot be carried out safely without
the use of drawings, diagrams or schedules etc. then the person
ordering the work should be informed and Section 6 of the
Health and Safety at Work Act can be used to call for their
preparation.

Sampling
Care and judgement by the person carrying out the inspection
and testing are essential when deciding the extent of the
inspection and testing.
Relative information such as installation certificates, minor works
certificates, maintenance records etc. should be obtained to assist
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this process. The less information available then logically the
higher the percentage of the installation to inspect and test, and
any percentage of sample must be agreed with the person
ordering the work before commencing.
The sampling should be flexible. This means if a low sample finds
serious defects, then the sample should be increased, following
agreement with the person ordering the work.
Large installations may be difficult to inspect and test at one time
and therefore different sections should be inspected at different
visits. Obviously it would not be good practice to keep seeing the
same section of an installation at each inspection visit.

Scope
The requirements of BS 7671 for periodic inspection and testing
are for a thorough (or partial if required) inspection of the
installation without dismantling; supplemented by testing as felt
appropriate by the competent person carrying out the inspection
and testing to show that the requirements for disconnection times
in BS 7671 Chapter 41 are complied with.
The degree of work should be agreed with the client prior to
commencing. This is essential to agree periods of isolation and
disconnection.
For safety reasons a visual inspection must be carried out before
opening any enclosures, removing covers or carrying out any
tests. To comply with the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989
the inspection should be carried out wherever possible with the
supply de-energised.
A thorough visual inspection should be carried out of all electrical
equipment that is not concealed and, where damage or
deterioration has occurred, this must be recorded on the
inspection schedule.

Carrying out periodic inspections
The inspection should include a check on the condition of all
equipment and materials used in the installation with regard to
the following.

Joints and connections
It may be impossible to inspect every joint and termination in an
electrical installation. Therefore, where necessary, a sample
inspection should be made. Provided the switchgear and
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distribution boards are accessible as required by the Regulations,
then a full inspection of all conductor terminations should be
carried out and any signs of overheating or loose connections
should be investigated and included in the report. For lighting
points and socket outlets a suitable sample should be inspected in
the same way.

Conductors
The means of identification of every conductor including
protective conductors should be checked and any damage or
deterioration to the conductors, their insulation, protective
sheathing or armour should be recorded. This inspection should
include each conductor at every distribution board within the
installation and a suitable sample of lighting points, switching
points and socket outlets.

Flexible cables and cords
Where flexible cables or cords form part of the fixed installation
the inspection should include:
●●
●●

●●

examination of the cable or cord for damage or deterioration
examination of the terminations and anchor points for any
defects
checking the correctness of the installation with regard to
additional mechanical protection or the application of heat
resistant sleeving where necessary.

Switches
Guidance Note 3 recommends that a random sample of all
switching devices be given a thorough internal visual inspection to
assess their electrical and mechanical condition. Should the
inspection reveal excessive wear and tear or signs of damage due
to arcing or overheating then, unless it is obvious that the
problem is associated only with that particular switch, the
inspection should be extended to include all remaining switches
associated with the installation.

Protection against thermal effects
Although it is sometimes difficult due to the structure of the
building, the presence of fire barriers and seals should be checked
wherever reasonably practicable.
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Basic and fault protection
SELV is used as a means of protection against both basic and
fault protection. When inspecting this type of system, the points
to be checked include the use of a safety isolating transformer, the
need to keep the primary and secondary circuits separate and the
segregation of exposed-conductive parts of the SELV system from
any connection with the earthing of the primary circuit or from
any other connection with earth.
Basic protection
Inspection of the installation should confirm that all the
requirements of the Regulations have been met with regard to
protection against direct contact with live conductors. This means
checking to ensure there has been no damage or deterioration of
any of the insulation within the installation, no removal of
barriers or obstacles and no alterations to enclosures that may
allow access to live conductors.

Safety tip
An RCD must not be used as
the sole means of protection
against direct contact with live
parts.

Fault protection
The protective measure must be established and recorded on the
inspection schedule. Where ADS is used, the requirements of
BS 7671 must be met in terms of protective earthing (Regulation
411.3.1.1) and protective equipotential bonding (Regulation
411.3.1.2).

Protective devices
A check must be made that each circuit is adequately protected
with the correct type, size and rating of fuse or circuit-breaker.
A check should also be made that each protective device is
suitable for the type of circuit it is protecting and the earthing
system employed. For example, will the protective device operate
within the disconnection time allowed by the regulations and is
the rating of the protective device suitable for the maximum
prospective short circuit current likely to flow under fault
conditions?

Enclosures and mechanical protection
The enclosures of all electrical equipment and accessories should
be inspected to ensure that they provide protection not less than
IP2X or IPXXB.
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Marking and labelling
Labels should be applied adjacent to every fuse or circuitbreaker indicating the size and type of fuse or the nominal
current rating of the circuit-breaker and details of the circuit
they protect.
Other notices and labels required by the Regulations are as follows;
the Regulations also state minimum physical sizes for these:
a) At the origin of every installation:
IMPORTANT
This installation should be periodically inspected and tested and a report on its
condition obtained as prescribed in BS 7671 (formally the IET Wiring Regulations
for Electrical Installations) published by the Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Date of last inspection :
Recommended date of next inspection :

b) Where different voltages are present:
●●

●●

●●

in equipment or enclosures within which a voltage exceeding
Safety Electrical Connection
250 volts exists but
where
such a voltage would not be
– Do
Not Remove
expected
terminals between which a voltage exceeding 250 volts exists,
which although contained in separate enclosures are within
arm’s reach of the same person
the means of access to all live parts of switchgear or other live
parts where different nominal voltages exist.

c) At earthing and bonding connections a label as shown below
to BS 951 shall be permanently fixed in a visible position at or
near the following points:
the point of connection of every earthing conductor to an earth
electrode
the point of connection of every bonding conductor to an
extraneous-conductive-part
Recommended date of next inspection :
●● the main earth terminal of the installation where separate from
the main switchgear.
IMPORTANT
●●
This installation should be periodically inspected and tested and a report on its
condition obtained as prescribed in BS 7671 (formally the IET Wiring Regulations
for Electrical Installations) published by the Institute of Electrical Engineers.
●●
Date of last inspection :

Safety Electrical Connection
– Do Not Remove
d) Where RCDs are fitted within an installation, a suitable
permanent durable notice as shown on page 135 shall be
permanently fixed in a prominent position at or near the main
distribution board.
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Important
This installation, or part of it, is protected by a device that
automatically switches off the supply if an earth-fault develops. Test
quarterly by pressing the button marked ‘T’ or ‘Test’. The device
should switch off the supply and should then be switched on to
restore the supply. If the device does not switch off the supply when
the button is pressed, seek expert advice.

e) If alterations/additions are made such that an installation
contains both the current harmonised wiring colours and the
old colours of previous regulations, then the following sign
should be fixed to the DB:
CAUTION
This installation has wiring colours to two versions of BS 7671.
Great care should be taken before undertaking extension, alteration or
repair that all conductors are correctly identified.

f) All caravans and motor caravans should have the following
durable and permanently fixed label near the main switch
giving instructions on the connection and disconnection of the
caravan installation to the electricity supply (see Figure 6.21
on page 136).

Carrying out periodic testing
Periodic testing is supplementary to periodic inspection and in
this case the level of testing needed for a new installation is not
necessarily required or perhaps even possible. Equally, previously
tested installations for which there are comprehensive test results
do not require the same level of testing as an installation with no
records of testing.
Periodic testing can also cause danger and therefore the person
carrying out the work must be competent and capable of carrying
out sample testing. If a sample of at least 10% produces no
satisfactory results then further investigation will be required and
the sample size increased if necessary.
GN3 recommends the following testing takes place, as shown in
Table 6.11 on page 137.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ELECTRICITY SUPPLY
TO CONNECT
1. Before connecting the caravan installation to the mains supply,
check that:
a) the supply available at the caravan pitch supply point is suitable
for the caravan electrical installation and appliances, and
b) the voltage and frequency and current ratings are suitable, and
c) the caravan main switch is in the OFF position.
	Also, prior to use, examine the supply flexible cable to ensure there
is not visible damage or deterioration.
2.	Open the cover to the appliance inlet provided at the caravan supply
point, if any, and insert the connector of the supply flexible cable.
3.	Raise the cover of the electricity outlet provided on the pitch supply
point and insert the plug of the supply cable.
THE CARAVAN SUPPLY FLEXIBLE CABLE MUST BE FULLY
UNCOILED TO AVOID DAMAGE BY OVERHEATING
4. Switch on at the caravan main isolating switch.
IN CASE OF DOUBT, OR IF CARRYING OUT THE ABOVE
PROCEDURE THE SUPPLY DOES NOT BECOME AVAILABLE,
OR IF THE SUPPLY FAILS, CONSULT THE CARAVAN PARK
OPERATOR OR THE OPERATOR AGENT OR A QUALIFIED
ELECTRICIAN
5.	Check the operation of residual current devices (RCDs) fitted in the
caravan by depressing the test button(s) and reset.
TO DISCONNECT
6.	Switch off at the caravan main isolating switch, unplug the cable
first from the caravan pitch supply point and then from the caravan
inlet connector.
PERIODIC INSPECTION
Preferably, not less than once every three years and annually if the
caravan is used frequently, the caravan electrical installation and
supply cable should be inspected and tested and a report on their
condition obtained as prescribed in BS 7671 Requirements for
Electrical Installation published by the Institution of Engineering and
Technology and BSI.

Figure 6.21 Fixed label for caravan installation

Remember
The tests themselves were
described under initial testing,
on pages 99–122.

It should be noted that there is no requirement to carry out the
tests in the same sequence as initial testing. For example, the
earth-fault loop impedance test may be used to confirm the
continuity of protective conductors at socket outlets and at
accessible exposed-conductive parts of current using equipment
and accessories. However GN3 gives the following detail
regarding periodic testing.
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Test

Recommendation

Protective conductors continuity

Between the earth terminal of distribution boards to the
following exposed-conductive parts:
• socket outlet earth connections (note 4)
• accessible exposed-conductive parts of current-using
equipment and accessories (notes 4 and 5)

Bonding conductors continuity

• all protective bonding conductors
• all necessary supplementary bonding conductors

Ring circuit continuity

Where there are proper records of previous tests, this test
may not be necessary. This test should be carried out where
inspection/documentation indicate that there may have
been changes made to the ring final circuit.

Insulation resistance

If tests are to be made:
• between live conductors, with line(s) and neutral
connected together, and earth at all final distribution
boards
• at main and sub-main distribution panels, with final
circuit distribution boards isolated from mains (note 6)

Polarity

At the following positions:
•
•
•
•

origin of the installation
distribution boards
accessible socket outlets
extremity of radial circuits (note 8)

Functional tests
RCDs

Tests as required by Regulation 612.13.1, followed by
operation of the functional test button.

Circuit-breakers, isolators and switching devices

Manual operation to prove that the devices disconnect the
supply

Table 6.11 Summary of periodic testing

Continuity of protective conductors and
equipotential bonding conductors
Where the installation can be safely isolated from the supply, then
the circuit protective conductors and equipotential bonding
conductors can be disconnected from the main earthing terminal
in order to verify their continuity.
If this cannot be done, the circuit protective conductors and the
equipotential bonding conductors must not be disconnected from
the main earthing terminal as under fault conditions extraneous
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metalwork could become live. Under these circumstances a
combination of inspection, continuity testing and earth-fault loop
impedance testing should establish the integrity of the circuit
protective conductors.
When testing the effectiveness of the main bonding conductors or
supplementary bonds, the resistance value between any service
pipe or extraneous metalwork and the main earthing terminal
should be about 0.05 Ω or less.

Insulation resistance
Insulation resistance tests can only be carried out where it is
possible to safely isolate the supply. All electronic equipment
susceptible to damage should be disconnected or alternatively the
insulation resistance test should be made between line and
neutral conductors connected together and earth.
Where practicable the tests should be carried out on the whole of
the installation with all switches closed and all fuse links in place.
Where this is not possible, the installation may be subdivided by
testing each separate distribution board one at a time. BS 7671
Table 61 states a minimum acceptable resistance value of 1 MΩ.
However, if the measured value is less than 2 MΩ then further
investigation is required to determine the cause of the low
reading.
Where equipment is disconnected for these tests and it has
exposed-conductive parts connected to protective conductors,
then the insulation resistance of each item of equipment should
be checked. In the absence of any other requirements the
minimum value of insulation resistance between the live
components and the exposed metal frame of the equipment
should be not less than 1 MΩ.

Polarity
Polarity tests should be carried out to check that:
●●

●●
●●

●●

polarity is correct at the intake position and the consumer unit
or distribution board. Single-pole switches or control devices
are connected in the line conductor only
socket outlets and other accessories are connected correctly
with the exception of ES14 and ES27 lampholders to BS EN
60238, in circuits that have an earthed neutral, centre contract
bayonet and ES lampholders have the outer or screwed
contacts connected to the neutral conductor
all multi-pole devices are correctly installed.
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Where it is known that no alterations or additions have been
made to the installation since its last inspection and test, then the
number of items to be tested can be reduced by sampling. It is
recommended that at least 10% of all switches, control devices
and centre contact lamp holders should be tested and 100% of
socket outlets.
However if any cases of incorrect polarity are found then a full
test should be made in that part of the installation and the sample
of the remaining installation should be increased to 25%.

Earth-fault loop impedance
Earth-fault loop impedance tests should be carried out at:
●●
●●
●●

the origin of each installation and at each distribution board
all socket outlets
the furthest point of each radial circuit.

Results obtained should be compared with the values
documented during previous tests, and where an increase in
values has occurred these must be investigated.

Operation of residual current devices
A check should also be made that the tripping current should not
exceed 30 mA when the RCD provides additional protection for
sockets, ≤ 20 A for use by ordinary persons or for mobile
equipment ≤ 32 A being used outdoors.

Operation of circuit-breakers
The manual operating mechanism of each circuit-breaker should
be tested to see that it opens and closes correctly. Circuitbreakers with facility for injection testing should be so tested. All
circuit-breakers should also be inspected for visible signs of
damage or damage caused by overheating.

Operation of devices for isolation and switching
All such devices should be operated to verify their correct
operation and checked for clear labelling and also to check that
access to them or their operation has not been obstructed.
Where it is a requirement that the device interrupts all the supply
conductors, the use of a test lamp connected between each line
and the neutral on the load side of the device may be required to
ensure that all supply conductors have been broken.
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If devices have lockable or detachable handles, then it must be
checked that keys etc. are not interchangeable and the means of
isolation checked for integrity.

Condition report
BS 7671 requires that the results and extent of periodic
inspection and testing are recorded on an Electrical Installation
Condition Report (formerly called the Periodic Inspection
Report) and provided to the person ordering the inspection.
The report must include the following:
●●

●●
●●

●●
●●
●●

a description of the extent of the inspection and tests and what
parts of the installation were covered
any limitations (e.g. portable appliances not covered)
details of any damage, deterioration or dangerous conditions
which were found
any non-compliance with BS 7671
schedule of test results
a recommendation for the interval until the next periodic
inspection.

If any items were found which may cause immediate danger these
should be rectified immediately. If this is not possible then they
must be reported to a responsible person without delay and if
necessary made safe.
When inspecting older installations, that may have been installed
in accordance with a previous edition of the IET Wiring
Regulations, any items that differ from or any other departures
from the current BS 7671 must be recorded. Guidance on the
action to be taken is then given a reference (C1 to C3) that must
be recorded in the ‘Observations and recommendations’ section
of the report.
Explanation of this referencing and the actual document will be
seen in pages 155–160.

Types of test instrument and their safe
and correct use
Instrument standards
BS EN 61010 covers basic safety requirements for electrical test
instruments, and all instruments should be checked for
conformance with this standard before use. Older instruments
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may have been manufactured in accordance with BS 5458 but,
provided these are in good condition and have been recently
calibrated, there is no reason why they cannot be used. Lead sets
should conform to HSE GS38.
Instruments may be analogue (i.e. fitted with a needle that gives a
direct reading on a fixed scale) or digital, where the instrument
provides a numeric digital visual display of the actual
measurement being taken. Insulation and continuity testers can
be obtained in either format while earth-fault loop impedance
testers and RCD testers are digital only.

Did you know?
The basic standard covering the
performance and accuracy
standards of electrical test
instruments is BS EN 61557,
which incidentally also requires
compliance with BS EN 61010.

Calibration and instrument accuracy
To ensure that the reading being taken is reasonably accurate, all
instruments should have a basic measurement accuracy of at least
5%. In the case of analogue instruments a basic accuracy of 2%
of full-scale deflection should ensure the required accuracy of
measured values over most of the scale.
All electrical test instruments should be calibrated on a regular
basis. The time between calibrations will depend on the amount
of usage that the instrument receives, although this should not
exceed 12 months in any circumstances.
Instruments have to be calibrated in laboratory conditions against
standards that can be traced back to national standards; therefore
this usually means returning the instrument to a specialist test
laboratory.
On being calibrated the instrument will have a calibration label
attached to it stating the date the calibration took place and
the date the next calibration is due. An example is shown in
Figure 6.22.

Remember
Although older instruments
often generated their own
operating voltage by use of an
in-built hand-cranked generator,
almost all modern instruments
have internal batteries for this
purpose. It is essential therefore
that the condition of the
batteries is checked regularly,
especially ensuring the absence
of corrosion at the battery
terminals.

Instrument serial No. :
Date tested :
Date next due :

Figure 6.22 Adhesive calibration label

It will also be issued with a calibration certificate detailing the
Calibration void if
tests that
have
been carried out and a reference to the equipment
seal
is broken
used. The user of the instrument should always check to ensure
that the instrument is within calibration before being put to use.
A further adhesive label (see Figure 6.23) is often placed over the
joint in the instrument casing stating that the calibration is void
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Instrument serial No. :
Date tested :

should the seal be broken. A broken seal will indicate whether
anyone has deliberately opened the instrument and possibly
tampered with the internal circuitry.

Date next due :

Calibration void if
seal is broken
Figure 6.23 Calibration seal

Remember
BS 7671 requires that the
instruments used for measuring
insulation resistance must be
capable of providing the test
voltages stated above while
maintaining a test current of
1 mA. Instruments that are
manufactured to BS EN 61557
will satisfy the above
requirements.

Records of calibration and copies of all calibration certificates
should all be retained in a safe and secure location. It is also best
practice that any instrument should be checked for accuracy/
re-calibrated after instances of rough electrical or mechanical
handing.

Types of instrument

Low resistance ohmmeters
The instrument used for low resistance tests may be either a
specialised low resistance ohmmeter, or the continuity range of an
insulation and continuity tester. The test current may be d.c. or
a.c. It is recommended that it be derived from a source with
no-load voltage between 4 V and 24 V, and a short-circuit current
not less than 200 mA.
The measuring range should cover the span 0.2 Ω to 2 Ω with a
resolution of at least 0.01 Ω for digital instruments (instruments
to BS EN 61557-4 will meet these requirements).
Errors in the reading obtained can be introduced by
contact resistance or by lead resistance. Although
the effects of contact resistance cannot be eliminated
entirely and may introduce errors of 0.01 Ω or
greater, lead resistance can be eliminated either by
clipping the leads together and zeroing the
instrument before use (where this facility is
provided) or alternatively measuring the resistance
of the leads and subtracting this from the reading
obtained.

Figure 6.24 Low resistance ohmmeter (set to
orange for low resistance test)

Thermocouple effects can be eliminated by reversing
the test probes and averaging the resistance readings
taken in each direction.

Modern machines combine low resistance ohmmeters with
insulation resistance ohmmeters in one device.
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Insulation resistance ohmmeters
The instrument used should be capable of developing the test
voltage required across the load. Modern ohmmeters have
insulation resistance and low resistance testers in one device. The
d.c. test voltages required by Table 61 of BS 7671 are:
●●
●●

●●

250 V for SELV and PELV
500 V for all circuits rated up to and including 500 V, but
excluding extra-low voltage circuits mentioned above
1000 V d.c. for circuits rated above 500 V up to 1000 V.

Instruments conforming to BS EN 61557-2 will fulfil all the
above instrument requirements.
Other features of this particular type of instrument are the ability
to lock the instrument in the ‘on’ position for hands-free
operation and an automatic nulling device for taking account of
the resistance of the test leads.
Factors affecting in-service reading accuracy include 50 Hz
currents induced into cables under test, and capacitance in the
test object. These errors cannot be eliminated by test procedures.
Capacitance may be as high as 5 µF, and the instrument should
have an automatic discharge facility capable of safely discharging
such a capacitance. Following an insulation resistance test, the
instrument should be left connected until the capacitance within
the installation has fully discharged.

Figure 6.25 Insulation resistance
ohmmeter (set to red for insulation
resistance)

Earth-fault loop impedance testers
These instruments operate by circulating a current from the line
conductor into the protective earth. This will raise the potential of
the protective earth system. To minimise electric shock hazard
from the potential of the protective conductor, the test duration
should be within safe limits.
Instrument accuracy decreases as the scale reading reduces.
Aspects affecting in-service reading accuracy include transient
variations of mains voltage during the test period, mains
interference, test lead resistance and errors in impedance
measurement as a result of the test method. To allow for the
effect of transient voltages the test should be repeated at least
once. The other effects cannot be eliminated by test procedures.
For circuits rated up to 50 A, a line-earth loop tester with a
resolution of 0.01 Ω should be adequate. In general, such
instruments can be relied upon to be accurate down to values of
around 0.2 Ω.

Figure 6.26 Earth-fault loop
impedance tester
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Instruments conforming to BS EN 61557-3 will fulfil the above
requirements.
These instruments often offer additional facilities for deriving
prospective short circuit current. The basic measuring principle is
generally the same as for earth-fault loop impedance testers. The
current is calculated by dividing the earth-fault loop impedance
value into the mains voltage. Instrument accuracy is determined by
the same factors as for loop testers. In this case, instrument accuracy
decreases as scale reading increases, because the loop value is divided
into the mains voltage. It is important to note these aspects, and the
manufacturer’s documentation should be referred to.

Earth electrode resistance testers
This may be a four-terminal instrument (or a three-terminal one
where a combined lead to the earth electrode would not have a
significant resistance compared with the electrode resistance) so that
the resistance of the test leads and temporary spike resistance can be
eliminated from the test result. One new development is that some
meters now offer ‘stakeless’ testing.
Figure 6.27 Earth electrode
resistance tester

Aspects affecting in-service reading accuracy include the effects of
temporary spike resistance, interference currents and the layout of
the test electrodes. The instrument should carry some facility to
check that the resistance to earth of the temporary potential and
current spikes are within the operating limits of the instrument. It
may be helpful to note that instruments complying with BS EN
61557-5 incorporate this facility. Care should be exercised to
ensure that temporary spikes are positioned with reasonable
accuracy.

RCD testers
The test instrument should be capable of applying the full range
of test current to an in-service accuracy as given in BS EN
61557-6. This in-service reading accuracy will include the effects
of voltage variations around the nominal voltage of the tester.
To check RCD operation and to minimise danger during the test,
the test current should be applied for no longer than 2 s. Instruments
conforming to BS EN 61557-6 will fulfil the above requirements.
Figure 6.28 RCD tester

Phase rotation instruments
BS EN 61557-7 gives the requirements for measuring equipment
for testing the phase sequence in three-phase distribution systems
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whether indication is given by mechanical, visual and/or audible
means.
Indication should be unambiguous between 85% and 110% of
the nominal system voltage or within the range of the nominal
voltage and between 95% and 105% of the nominal system
frequency.
The measuring equipment should be suitable for continuous
operation.

‘All in one’ test instruments
A ‘modern’ innovation by manufacturers is the production of an
‘all in one’ instrument that has the ability to carry all of the tests
required by BS 7671.
An example of this type of instrument is shown in Figure 6.30.
The tests it can perform include:
●●
●●
●●
●●

●●

●●
●●

continuity test
insulation resistance test
RCD test
loop impedance with no trip
feature
prospective short circuit
current (L-N, L-E)
polarity test
phase rotation

●●

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
●●

earth electrode resistance and
resistivity testing
power
energy
power factor
harmonic monitoring
light/lux measurements
cable/fuse location.

Figure 6.29 Phase rotation
instrument

Figure 6.30 All-in-one tester

Working life
Your site supervisor asks you, to explain the need for carrying out electrical condition
reporting to the apprentice working with you.
1. Where are the requirements made in BS 7671?
2. What is the purpose of an Electrical Condition Report?
3. What would determine a classification of unsatisfactory on the report?
4. Can an Electrical Condition Report be used to certify an additional circuit?

Progress check
1

What is the sequence of tests to be carried out on a new installation?

2

What precautions would be taken before conducting an insulation-resistance test?

3

Describe how a measurement of Ze is made and explain the significance of this test.

4

What considerations should be made when deciding upon the frequency of inspection and testing?
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K5. Understand the procedures and
requirements for the completion of
electrical installation certificates and
related documentation
Purpose and information contained
within certificates and documentation
BS 7671 Chapter 631 requires the completion of certificates upon
completion of a new installation or changes to an existing
installation; upon completion of a periodic inspection and upon
completion of any minor electrical works. BS 7671 Appendix 6
then provides examples of model forms to be used for
certification and reporting as follows.

The Electrical Installation Certificate and
certification process
The Electrical Installation Certificate (see Figure 6.31) is
designed for use when inspecting and testing a new installation, a
major alteration or an addition to an existing installation. Where
the design, construction, and inspection and testing of the
installation are the responsibility of one person a single signature
declaration should be made in lieu of signing every box.
BS 7671 Appendix 6 goes on to give the following guidance
regarding the Electrical Installation Certificate. The first section
is aimed at the person completing the certificate and the second
section at the person receiving the certificate.

Electrical Installation Certificate Section 1
1. The Electrical Installation Certificate is to be used only for the
initial certification of a new installation or for an addition or
alteration to an existing installation where new circuits have
been introduced.
It is not to be used for a Periodic Inspection, for which an
Electrical Installation Condition Report form should be used.
For an addition or alteration which does not extend to the
introduction of new circuits, a Minor Electrical Installation
Works Certificate may be used.
The ‘original’ certificate is to be given to the person ordering
the work (Regulation 632.31). A duplicate should be retained
by the contractor.
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ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION CERTIFICATE

(REQUIREMENTS FOR ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS - BS 7671 [IET WIRING REGULATIONS])
DETAILS OF THE CLIENT
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
INSTALLATION ADDRESS
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
DESCRIPTION AND EXTENT OF THE INSTALLATION Tick boxes as appropriate
Description of installation:

.........................................................................................................

New installation

Addition to an
Extent of installation covered by this Certificate:............................................................................
existing installation
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
Alteration to an
.......................................................................................................................................................
existing installation
.......................................................................................................................................................
(Use continuation sheet if necessary)
see continuation sheet No: .....
FOR DESIGN
I/We being the person(s) responsible for the design of the electrical installation (as indicated by my/our signature(s) below), particulars
of which are described above, having exercised reasonable skill and care when carrying out the design hereby CERTIFY that the
design work for which I/we have been responsible is to the best of my/our knowledge and belief in accordance with BS 7671:2008
amended to .......... (date) except for the departures, if any, detailed as follows:
Details of departures from BS 7671 (Regulations 120.3 and 134.1.8):
The extent of liability of the signatory or the signatories is limited to the work described above as the subject of this Certificate.
For the DESIGN of the installation:

**(Where there is mutual responsibility for the design)

Signature: ........................................... Date: ............... Name (IN BLOCK LETTERS): .......................................... Designer No. ...
Signature: ........................................... Date: ............... Name (IN BLOCK LETTERS): .......................................... Designer No. ...
FOR CONSTRUCTION
I/We being the person(s) responsible for the construction of the electrical installation (as indicated by my/our signature(s) below),
particulars of which are described above, having exercised reasonable skill and care when carrying out the construction hereby
CERTIFY that the construction work for which I/we have been responsible is to the best of my/our knowledge and belief in accordance
with BS 7671:2008 amended to .......... (date) except for the departures, if any, detailed as follows:
Details of departures from BS 7671 (Regulations 120.3 and 134.1.8):
The extent of liability of the signatory is limited to the work described above as the subject of this Certificate.
For the CONSTRUCTION of the installation:
Signature: ........................................... Date: ............... Name (IN BLOCK LETTERS): .......................................... Constructor No. ...
FOR INSPECTION & TESTING
I/We being the person(s) responsible for the inspection & testing of the electrical installation (as indicated by my/our signature(s)
below), particulars of which are described above, having exercised reasonable skill and care when carrying out the inspection &
testing hereby CERTIFY that the work for which I/we have been responsible is to the best of my/our knowledge and belief in
accordance with BS 7671:2008 amended to .......... (date) except for the departures, if any, detailed as follows:
Details of departures from BS 7671 (Regulations 120.3 and 134.1.8):
The extent of liability of the signatory is limited to the work described above as the subject of this Certificate.
For INSPECTION AND TESTING of the installation:
Signature: ........................................... Date: ............... Name (IN BLOCK LETTERS): .......................................... Inspector No. ...
NEXT INSPECTION
I/We the designer(s), recommend that this installation is further inspected and tested after an interval of not more than ......... years/months

Figure 6.31 Electrical Installation Certificate (page 1 of 2)
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PARTICULARS OF SIGNATORIES TO THE ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION CERTIFICATE
Designer (No 1)

Name: ...................................................................................

Company: ................................................................................................

Address: .........................................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................ Postcode: ............................ Tel No: ............................................
Designer (No 2)
(if applicable)

Name: ...................................................................................

Company: ................................................................................................

Address: .........................................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................ Postcode: ............................ Tel No: ............................................
Constructor

Name: ...................................................................................

Company: ................................................................................................

Address: .........................................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................ Postcode: ............................ Tel No: ............................................
Inspector

Name: ...................................................................................

Company: ................................................................................................

Address: .........................................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................ Postcode: ............................ Tel No: ............................................

SUPPLY CHARACTERISTICS AND EARTHING ARRANGEMENTS Tick boxes and enter details, as appropriate
TN-C
TN-S
TN-C-S
TT
IT
Alternative source
of supply (to be detailed
on attached schedules)

Nature of Supply Parameters

Number and Type of Live
Conductors

Earthing arrangements

a.c.

d.c.

1-phase, 2-wire

2-pole

2-phase, 3-wire

3-pole

3-phase, 3-wire

other

Nominal voltage, U/Uo(1) .................................. V
Nominal frequency, f

................................... Hz

Type: ..........................
..........................
Rated current ............ A

Prospective fault current, Ipf (2) ......................... kA
External loop impedance, Ze (2)......................... Ω
(Note: (1) by enquiry, (2) by enquiry or by measurement)

3-phase, 4-wire

PARTICULARS OF INSTALLATION REFERRED TO IN THE CERTIFICATE
Means of Earthing
Distributor’s facility

(1)

Supply
Protective Device
Characteristics

Tick boxes and enter details, as appropriate

Maximum Demand
Maximum demand (load) ............................................ . kVA / Amps

Delete as appropriate

Details of Installation Earth Electrode (where applicable)
Installation
earth electrode

Type

Location

Electrode resistance to Earth

................................

................................ Ω

(e.g. rod(s), tape etc)
................................

Earthing conductor:

Main Protective Conductors
material ........................... CSA ............................mm2

Continuity and connection verified

Main protective bonding
conductors

material ........................... CSA ............................mm 2

Continuity and connection verified

To incoming water and/or gas service

To other elements ........................................................………………………………….
Main Switch or Circuit-breaker

BS, Type and No. of poles ....................................................

Current rating ............A

Location .................................................................

Fuse rating or setting .............A

Rated residual operating current I∆n = .......... mA, and operating time of ....... ms (at I∆n)
COMMENTS ON EXISTING INSTALLATION:

Voltage rating ..................V
(Applicable only where an RCD is suitable
and is used as a main circuit-breaker.)

(In the case of an addition or alteration see Section 633)

......................................................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................................................
SCHEDULES
The attached Schedules are part of this document and this Certificate is valid only when they are attached to it.
............ Schedules of Inspections and ............ Schedules of Test Results are attached.
(Enter quantities of schedules attached).

Figure 6.31 Electrical Installation Certificate (page 2 of 2)
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2. This certificate is only valid if accompanied by the Schedule of
Inspections and the Schedule(s) of Test Results.
3. The signatures appended are those of the persons authorised
by the companies executing the work of design, construction,
inspection and testing respectively. A signatory authorised to
certify more than one category of work should sign in each of
the appropriate places.
4. The time interval recommended before the first periodic
inspection must be inserted.
5. The page numbers for each of the Schedules of Test Results
should be indicated, together with the total number of sheets
involved.
6. The maximum prospective fault current recorded should be
the greater of either the short circuit current or the earth-fault
current.
7. The proposed date for the next inspection should take into
consideration the frequency and quality of maintenance that
the installation can reasonably be expected to receive during
its intended life, and the period should be agreed between the
designer, installer and other relevant parties.

Electrical Installation Certificate Section 2:
Guidance for recipients (to be appended to
the Certificate)
This safety certificate has been issued to confirm that the
electrical installation work to which it relates has been designed,
constructed, inspected and tested in accordance with British
Standard 7671 (the IET Wiring Regulations).
You should have received an ‘original’ certificate and the
contractor should have retained a duplicate certificate. If you
were the person ordering the work, but not the owner of the
installation, you should pass this certificate, or a full copy of it
including the schedules, immediately to the owner.
The ‘original’ certificate should be retained in a safe place and be
shown to any person inspecting or undertaking further work on
the electrical installation in the future. If you later vacate the
property, this certificate will demonstrate to the new owner that
the electrical installation complied with the requirements of
British Standard 7671 at the time the certificate was issued.
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The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations require
that, for a project covered by those Regulations, a copy of this
certificate, together with schedules, is included in the project
health and safety documentation.
For safety reasons, the electrical installation will need to be
inspected at appropriate intervals by a competent person. The
maximum time interval recommended before the next inspection
is stated on Page 1 under ‘Next Inspection’.
This certificate is intended to be issued only for a new electrical
installation or for new work associated with an addition or
alteration to an existing installation. It should not have been
issued for the inspection of an existing electrical installation. An
‘Electrical Installation Condition Report’ should be issued for
such an inspection.

The inspection schedule
A requirement of Regulation 631, the inspection schedule
provides confirmation that a visual inspection has been carried
out as required by Part 6 of BS 7671.
As stated, the completed inspection schedule is attached to and
forms part of the Electrical Installation Certificate.
Each item on the inspection schedule (see page 88) should be
checked and either ticked as satisfactory or ruled out if not
applicable. On completion of the inspection schedule it should be
signed and dated by the person responsible for carrying out the
inspection.

Schedule of Test Results
Also a requirement of Regulation 631, the Schedule of Test Results
(see Figure 6.32) is a written record of the results obtained when
carrying out the electrical tests required by Part 6 of BS 7671 and
must be attached to the Electrical Installation Certificate.

The Minor Electrical Installation Works Certificate
The Minor Works Certificate (see Figure 6.33) is intended to be
used for additions and alterations to an installation that do not
extend to the provision of a new circuit.
Examples include the addition of a socket outlet or a lighting
point to an existing circuit, the relocation of a light switch etc.
This certificate may also be used for the replacement of
equipment such as accessories or luminaires, but not for the
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Circuit number

3

4

Rating (A)
5

6

7

Live (mm2)
8

cpc (mm2)
9

r1 (line)
10

rn (neutral)
11

12

r2 (cpc)

Reference Method

Pfc (kA)

BS (EN)

* Where there are no spurs connected to a ring circuit this value is also the (R1 + R2) of the circuit

2

type

Figure 6.32 Schedule of Test Results

1

Circuit Description

Cross-connected
line and neutral
13

14

Cross-connected
line and cpc*

Ring final Circuit
continuity (Ω)

Continuity
(Ω)
(R1 + R2) or
R2

15

16

Insulation
Resistance
(MΩ)

17

Live-Live

Conductor details

18

Live-E

Overcurrent device

(R1 + R2)

Test results

19

Correct polarity
(yes/no)

Circuit details

R2

20

Z3
(Ω)
(ms)

21

22

l

RCD

23

Remarks
(continue on a separate
sheet if necessary)

24

Details of test instruments used (state serial and/or asset numbers
Continuity .......................................................................................
Insulation resistance .......................................................................
Earth fault loop impedance .............................................................
Earth electrode resistance ..............................................................
RCD ................................................................................................ .

@l∆n
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Details of circuits and/or installed equipment vulnerable
to damage when testing .....................................................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................
..............................................................................................

Test button
operation

DB reference no ............................................................
Location .........................................................................
Zs at DB (I) ....................................................................
Ipf at DB (kA) ..................................................................
Correct polarity of supply confirmed yes/no
Phase rotation confirmed (where appropriate)
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MINOR ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORKS CERTIFICATE

REQUIREMENTS FOR ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS - BS 7671 [IET WIRING REGULATIONS]
To be used only for minor electrical work which does not include the provision of a new circuit.
PART 1: Description of minor works
1. Description of the minor works
2. Location/Address
3. Date minor works completed
4. Details of departures, if any, from BS 7671:2008

PART 2: Installation details
1. System earthing arrangement

TN-C-S

TN-S

TT

2. Method of fault protection:
3. Protective device for the modified circuit:

Type .........................................

Rating ....................... A

4. Omission of additional protection by 30 mA RCD
for socket outlets (see 411.3.3)
for cables concealed in walls (see 522.6.102)
Comments on existing installation, including adequacy of earthing and bonding arrangements
(see Regulation 134.1.9):

PART 3: Essential tests
Earth continuity satisfactory
Insulation resistance:
Line/neutral...................................................
Line/earth......................................................
Neutral/earth.................................................
Earth-fault loop impedance ........................................................

MΩ
MΩ
MΩ
Ω

Polarity satisfactory
RCD operation (if applicable). Rated residual operating current l∆ n

............

mA and operating time of ...... ms (at l∆n)

PART 4: Declaration
I/we CERTIFY that the said works do not impair the safety of the existing installation, that the said works have
been designed, constructed, inspected and tested in accordance with BS 7671:2008 (IET Wiring Regulations),
amended to ............... (date) and that the said works, to the best of my/our knowledge and belief, at the time of
my/our inspection, complied with BS 7671 except as detailed in Part 1 above.
Name: ..........................................................................

Signature: ....................................................................

For and on behalf of: ....................................................

Position: .......................................................................

Address: ......................................................................
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................

Date: ............................................................................

Figure 6.33 Minor Electrical Installation Works Certificate
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replacement of distribution boards or similar items. Appropriate
inspection and testing, however, should always be carried out
irrespective of the extent of the work undertaken.
The component parts of the certificate are described as follows:

Part 1 Description of minor works
1, 2 The minor works must be so described that the work that is
the subject of the certification can be readily identified.
4 See Regulations 120.3 and 120.4. No departures are to be
expected except in most unusual circumstances. See also
Regulation 633.1.

Part 2 Installation details
2 The method of fault protection must be clearly identified, e.g.
automatic disconnection of supply (ADS).

Part 3 Essential tests
The relevant provisions of Part 6 ‘Inspection and testing’ of
BS 7671 must be applied in full to all minor works. For example,
where a socket outlet is added to an existing circuit it is necessary
to:
1. Establish that the earthing contact of the socket outlet is
connected to the main earthing terminal.
2. Measure the insulation resistance of the circuit that has been
added to, and establish that it complies with Table 61 of
BS 7671.
3. Measure the earth-fault loop impedance to establish that the
maximum permitted disconnection time is not exceeded.
4. Check that the polarity of the socket outlet is correct.
5. (If the work is protected by an RCD) verify the effectiveness
of the RCD.

Part 4 Declaration
1, 3 The Certificate shall be made out and signed by a competent
person in respect of the design, construction, inspection and
testing of the work.
As with the Electrical Installation Certificate, the Minor Works
Certificate goes on to give guidance to the person receiving the
certificate.
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Minor Electrical Installation Works Certificate:
Guidance for Recipients (to be appended to the
certificate)
This certificate has been issued to confirm that the electrical
installation work to which it relates has been designed,
constructed, inspected and tested in accordance with British
Standard 7671 (the IET Wiring Regulations).
You should have received an ‘original’ certificate and the
contractor should have retained a duplicate. If you were the
person ordering the work, but not the owner of the installation,
you should pass this certificate, or a copy of it, to the owner.
A separate certificate should have been received for each existing
circuit on which minor works have been carried out. This
certificate is not appropriate if you requested the contractor to
undertake more extensive installation work, for which you should
have received an Electrical Installation Certificate.
The certificate should be retained in a safe place and be shown to
any person inspecting or undertaking further work on the
electrical installation in the future. If you later vacate the
property, this certificate will demonstrate to the new owner that
the minor electrical installation work carried out complied with
the requirements of British Standard 7671 at the time the
certificate was issued.
Note for installer
With respect to Part 2 item 4 of this Certificate, the omission of
additional protection by 30 mA RCD for socket outlets
(Regulation 411.3.3) and cables concealed in walls (Regulation
522.6.102), the person issuing this Certificate should be aware
that they are the designer of the work. Additional protection by
RCD should only be omitted where the designer is satisfied that
this will not result in an increased risk of electric shock and that
there is minimal risk of damage to the circuit cable due to
penetration by screws, nails and the like.
Note for customer
With respect to Part 2 item 4 of this Certificate, the installer
(designer of the installation) may have decided to omit additional
protection by 30 mA RCD for socket outlets and cables
concealed in walls, where in their opinion this omission will not
result in an increased risk of electric shock.
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ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION CONDITION REPORT
Section A. Details of the client / person ordering the report
Name ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Address ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Section B. Reason for producing this report ...............................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Date(s) on which inspection and testing was carried out .................................................................................................................................................
Section C. Details of the installation which is the subject of this report
Occupier ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Address ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Description of premises (tick as appropriate)
Commercial
Industrial
Other (include brief description) .............................................................................................................
Domestic
Estimated age of wiring system ......... years
Evidence of additions / alterations Yes
No
Not apparent If yes, estimate age .......... years
No
Date of last inspection ................... (date)
Installation records available? Yes
Section D. Extent and limitations of inspection and testing
Extent of the electrical installation covered by this report
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Agreed limitations including the reasons (See Regulation 634.2) ....................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Agreed with: ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Operational limitations including the reasons (see page no ........) ..................................................................................................................................
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
The inspection and testing detailed in this report and accompanying schedules have been carried out in accordance with BS 7671: 2008 (IET
Wiring Regulations) as amended to ...............................................................
It should be noted that cables concealed within trunking and conduits, under floors, in roof spaces, and generally within the fabric of the building or
underground, have not been inspected unless specifically agreed between the client and inspector prior to the inspection.
Section E. Summary of the condition of the installation
General condition of the installation (in terms of electrical safety) ...................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Overall assessment of the installation in terms of its suitability for continued use
SATISFACTORY / UNSATISFACTORY* (Delete as appropriate)
*An unsatisfactory assessment indicates that dangerous and/or potentially dangerous conditions have been identified.
Section F. Recommendations
Where the overall assessment of the suitability of the installation for continued use above is stated as UNSATISFACTORY, I / we recommend that
any observations classified as ‘Danger present’ (Code C1) or ‘Potentially dangerous’ (Code C2) are acted upon as a matter of urgency.
Investigation without delay is recommended for observations identified as ‘Requiring further investigation’.
Observations classified as ‘Improvement recommended’ (Code C3) should be given due consideration.
Subject to the necessary remedial action being taken, I / we recommend that the installation is further inspected and tested by ...................... (date)
Section G. Declaration
I/We, being the person(s) responsible for the inspection and testing of the electrical installation (as indicated by my/our signatures
below), particulars of which are described above, having exercised reasonable skill and care when carrying out the inspection and
testing, hereby declare that the information in this report, including the observations and the attached schedules, provides an accurate
assessment of the condition of the electrical installation taking into account the stated extent and limitations in section D of this report.
INSPECTED AND TESTED BY:
Name (Capitals) .......................................................................................
Signature .................................................................................................
For/on behalf of .......................................................................................
Position ....................................................................................................
Address ...................................................................................................
Date .........................................................................................................

REPORT AUTHORISED FOR ISSUE BY:
Name (Capitals) ........................................................................................
Signature ..................................................................................................
For/on behalf of ........................................................................................
Position .....................................................................................................
Address ....................................................................................................
Date ..........................................................................................................

Section H. Schedule(s)
........ schedule(s) of inspection and .......... schedule(s) of test results are attached.
The attached schedule(s) are part of this document and this report is valid only when they are attached to it.

Figure 6.34 Electrical Installation Condition Report (page 1 of 2)
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Section I. Supply characteristics and earthing arrangements
EARTHING
ARRANGEMENTS
TN-S
TN-C-S
TT
TN-C
IT

NUMBER AND TYPE OF LIVE
CONDUCTORS
a.c.
d.c.
1-phase, 2-wire
2-wire
2-phase, 3-wire
3-wire
3-phase, 4-wire
Confirmation of
supply polarity

NATURE OF SUPPLY PARAMETERS
Nominal voltage, U / U0.(1) ............................. V
Nominal frequency, f.(1) ................................. Hz
Prospective fault current, Ipf(2) ....................... kA
External loop impedance Ze(2) ...................... Ω
Note: (1) by enquiry
(2) by enquiry or by measurement

SUPPLY PROTECTIVE
DEVICE
BS (EN) ................................
Type ......................................
Rated Current .................... A

Alternative source of supply (as detailed on attached schedule)
Section J. Particulars of installation referred to in report
MEANS OF EARTHING
Distributor’s facility
Installation earth
electrode

DETAILS OF INSTALLATION EARTH ELECTRODE (WHERE APPLICABLE)
Type .....................................................................................................................................................................................
Location ...............................................................................................................................................................................
Resistance to Earth ................. Ω

Section K. Main protective conductors
Earthing conductor
Main protective bonding
conductors

Material ...................................

Csa ................................... mm 2

Connection / continuity verified

Material ...................................

Csa ................................... mm 2

Connection / continuity verified

To incoming water service

To incoming gas service

To incoming oil service

To structural steel

To lightning protection

To other incoming service(s)

Specify .....................................................................................................................

Section L. Main switch / switch-fuse / circuit-breaker / RCD
Location ........................................................
......................................................................
BS(EN) .........................................................
No of poles ...................................................

Current rating .......................................... A
Fuse / device rating or setting ............... A
Voltage rating ......................................... V

If RCD main switch
Rated residual operating current (I∆n) ..................... mA
Rated time delay ..................................................... ms
Measured operating time(at I∆n) ............................. ms

Section M. Observations
Referring to the attached schedules of inspection and test results, and subject to the limitations specified at the Extent and Limitations of the
Inspection and testing section
The following observations are made
No remedial action is required.
OBSERVATION(S)

CLASSIFICATION
CODE

FURTHER
INVESTIGATION
REQUIRED
(YES / NO)

...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................

................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................
................................

...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................

One of the following codes, as appropriate, has been allocated to each of the observations made above to indicate to the person (s) responsible for
the installation the degree of urgency for remedial action.
C1 – Danger present. Risk of injury. Immediate remedial action required
C2 – Potentially dangerous - urgent remedial action required
C3 – Improvement recommended

Figure 6.34 Electrical Installation Condition Report (page 2 of 2)
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In this case, an RCD is an automatic switching device installed to
disconnect the supply when a person makes contact with a live
part. The installer should have discussed the omission of the
RCD with you before carrying out the work.

The Electrical Installation Condition Report
Previously known as the ‘Periodic Inspection & Testing Report’,
BS 7671 requires that the results of any periodic inspection and
test should be recorded on an Electrical Installation Condition
Report as shown in Figure 6.34.
When inspecting older installations that may have been installed
in accordance with a previous edition of the IET Wiring
Regulations, the installation may still be acceptable provided that
all items which do not conform to the present edition of BS 7671
are reported and provided that no risk of shock, fire or burns
exists. BS 7671 gives the following guidance for the person
producing the report:
5. This report should only be used for the reporting on the
condition of an existing electrical installation.
6. The report, normally comprising at least six pages, should
include schedules of both the inspection and the test results.
Additional pages may be necessary for other than a simple
installation. The number of each page should be indicated,
together with the total number of pages involved.
7. The reason for producing this report, such as change of
occupancy or landlord’s periodic maintenance, should be
identified in Section B.
8. The maximum prospective fault current (Ipf) recorded should
be the greater of either the short-circuit current or the earthfault current.
9. Those elements of the installation that are covered by the
report and those that are not should be identified in Section D
(Extent and Limitations). These aspects should have been
agreed with the person ordering the report and other
interested parties before the inspection and testing is carried
out. Any operational limitations, such as inability to gain
access to parts of the installation or an item of equipment,
should also be recorded in Section D.
10. The summary of condition of the installation in terms of
safety should be clearly indicated in Section E. Observation(s),
if any, should be categorised in Section M using the coding
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C1 to C3 as appropriate. Any observation given a C1 or C2
classification should result in the overall condition of the
installation being reported as unsatisfactory.
11. Where an installation has an alternative source of supply a
further schedule of supply characteristics and earthing details
based upon Section I of this report should be provided.
12. Where an observation requires further investigation because
the inspection has revealed an apparent deficiency which
could not, owing to the extent or limitations of this inspection,
be fully identified, this should be indicated in the column
headed ‘Further investigation required’ within Section M.
13. The date by which the next electrical installation condition
report is required should be given in Section F. The interval
between inspections should take into account the type and
usage of the installation and its overall condition.
14. If the space available for observations in Section M is
insufficient, additional pages should be provided as necessary.
15. Wherever practicable, items classified as ‘Danger present’
(C1) should be made safe on discovery. Where this is not
practical the owner or user should be given written
notification as a matter of urgency.

Electrical Installation Condition Report: Guidance
for recipients (to be appended to the Report)
This report is an important and valuable document which should
be retained for future reference.
This report form is for reporting on the condition of an existing
electrical installation.
1. The purpose of this condition report is to confirm, so far as
reasonably practicable, whether or not the electrical
installation is in a satisfactory condition for continued service
(see Section E). The report should identify any damage,
deterioration, defects and/or conditions which may give rise to
danger (see Section M).
2. The person ordering the report should have received the
original report and the inspector should have retained a
duplicate.
3. The original report should be retained in a safe place and be
made available to any person inspecting or undertaking work
on the electrical installation in the future. If the property is
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vacated, this report will provide the new owner/occupier with
details of the condition of the electrical installation at the time
the report was issued.
4. Where the installation incorporates residual current devices
(RCDs) there should be a notice at or near the devices stating
that they should be tested quarterly. For safety reasons it is
important that these instructions are followed.
5. Section D (Extent and Limitations) should identify fully the
extent of the installation covered by this report and any
limitations on the inspection and testing. The inspector
should have agreed these aspects with the person ordering the
report and with other interested parties (licensing authority,
insurance company, mortgage provider and the like) before
the inspection was carried out.
6. Some operational limitations such as such as inability to gain
access to parts of the installation or an item of equipment may
have been encountered during the inspection. The inspector
should have noted these in Section D.
7. For items classified in Section M as C1 (‘Danger Present’),
the safety of those using the installation is at risk, and it is
recommended that a competent person undertakes the
necessary remedial work immediately.
8. For items classified in Section M as C2 (‘Potentially
Dangerous’), the safety of those using the installation may be
at risk and it is recommended that a competent person
undertakes the necessary remedial work as a matter of
urgency.
9. Where it has been stated in Section M that an observation
requires further investigation the inspection has revealed an
apparent deficiency which could not, due to the extent or
limitations of this inspection, be fully identified. Such
observations should be investigated as soon as possible. A
further examination of the installation will be necessary, to
determine the nature and extent of the apparent deficiency
(see Section F).
10. For safety reasons, the electrical installation will need to be
re-inspected at appropriate intervals by a competent person.
The recommended date by which the next inspection is due is
stated in Section F of the report under ‘Recommendations’
and on a label near to the consumer unit/distribution board.
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The Electrical Installation Condition Report must be
accompanied by a schedule of test results and an inspection
schedule. The actual report shown earlier finished at Section M.
However, classed as Section N, BS 7671 then gives a set of model
inspection forms applicable to various installation conditions:
●●

●●

●●

Schedule of inspections for a single distribution board
installation for domestic and similar premises for use with
Electrical Installation Condition Report
Schedule of inspections for the main intake and associated
circuits for use with Electrical Installation Condition Report
(Main Intake and Associated Circuits Inspection Schedule)
Schedule of inspections for a distribution board and its
associated circuits for use with Electrical Installation Condition
Report (Distribution Board Inspection Schedule for Multiple
Distribution Board Installations).

Progress check
1

For what purpose should an Electrical Installation Certificate be issued and
who to?

2

Explain briefly when a Minor Electrical Installation Certificate should be
issued.

3

What is the main function of an Electrical Condition Report and could it
be issued to cover the addition of lighting to a property?
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Getting ready for assessment
All electrical installations can be potentially dangerous and a complete record of their testing, inspection and
commissioning must be kept. This will allow the final users of the installation to be sure that what they are using is
safe and that they are using it correctly.
For this unit you will need to be familiar with:
• the principles, regulatory requirements and procedures for completing the safe isolation of an electrical circuit and
complete electrical installations in preparation for inspection, testing and commissioning
• principles and regulatory requirements for inspecting, testing and commissioning electrical systems, equipment
and components
• regulatory requirements and procedures for completing the inspection of electrical installations
• regulatory requirements and procedures for the safe testing and commissioning of electrical installations
• procedures and requirements for the completion of electrical installation certificates and related documentation
For each learning outcome, there are several skills you will need to acquire, so you must make sure you are familiar
with the assessment criteria for each outcome. For example, for Learning Outcome 3 you will need to be able to
explain the cable termination techniques for a range of different cables, and explain the advantages, limitations and
application of the different connection methods. You will also need to describe the procedures for proving
terminations and connections are electrically and mechanically sound and the consequences of this not being the
case. You will also need to name the health and safety requirements for terminating and conducting cables,
conductors and flexible cords.
It is important to read each question carefully and take your time. Try to complete both progress checks and multiple
choice questions, without assistance, to see how much you have understood. Refer to the relevant pages in the book
for subsequent checks. Always use correct terminology as used in BS 7671. There are some simple tips to follow
when writing answers to exam questions:
• Explain briefly – usually a sentence or two to cover the topic. The word to note is ‘briefly’ meaning do not
ramble on. Keep to the point.
• Identify – refer to reference material, showing which the correct answers are.
• List – a simple bullet list is all that is required. An example could include, listing the installation tests required in
the correct order.
• Describe – a reasonably detailed explanation to cover the subject in the question.
This unit has a large number of practical skills in it, and you will need to be sure that you have carried out sufficient
practice and that you feel you are capable of passing any practical assessment. It is best to have a plan of action and
a method statement to help you work. It is also wise to check your work at regular intervals. This will help to ensure
that you are working correctly and help you to avoid any problems developing as you work. Remember, don’t rush
the job as speed will come with practice and it is important that you get the quality of workmanship right.
Good luck!
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CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE
1. What is the minimum value of insulation resistance
on a lighting circuit?
a) 0.5 Ω
b) 0.5 MΩ
c) 1 Ω
d) 1 MΩ
2. An item of equipment has an IP code of IP56, what
does the second digit (6) apply to?
a) Size of test finger to apply
b) Protection against the ingress of solids
c) Protection against the ingress of water
d) Type of coating on the equipment surface
3. Which of the following is unacceptable as an earth
electrode?
a) Earth rod
b) Water service pipe
c) Earth plate
d) Underground structural metalwork
4. Where a 30 mA RCD is being used to provide
additional protection against contact with live parts,
what must the maximum operating time not exceed?
a) 40 ms when tested at 1 × 30 mA
b) 40 ms when tested at 5 × 30 mA
c) 100 ms when tested at 1 × 30 mA
d) 100 ms when tested at 5 × 30 mA
5. What is the maximum period between inspection and
testing of a domestic property as shown in IET
Guidance Note 3?
a) 3 months
b) 1 year
c) 5 years
d) 10 years

6. What is the maximum period between inspection and
testing of a construction site as shown in IET
Guidance Note 3?
a) 3 months
b) 1 year
c) 5 years
d) 10 years
7. Which document lays down the safety requirements
of test equipment leads?
a) HSG 85
b) HSE GS38
c) BS7671
d) BS5266
8. Which instrument is used for carrying out continuity
tests?
a) RCD tester
b) High resistance ohmmeter
c) Low resistance ohmmeter
d) Earth-fault loop impedance tester
9. Who should an Electrical Installation Certificate be
issued to?
a) Architect
b) Electrician
c) Site Engineer
d) Person ordering the work
10. Which of these should a Minor Electrical Installation
Works Form not be issued for?
a) New circuit
b) Moving a light position
c) Adding a new lighting point to an existing circuit
d) Adding an extra socket outlet to an existing
circuit
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